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Abstract 
 
Over the course of the century, European, national and regional subsidies have caused Dutch 

agriculture to develop into agribusiness. Farmers have been encouraged to increase 

production by means of land consolidation, artificial fertilization and mono-crop cultivation. 

As a result, the agricultural discourse in the Netherlands is upheld by an economic system that 

is currently under pressure by environmental frames like the loss of biodiversity, agro-

industrial pollution, and climate change. Mediated issues like the nitrogen crisis, and the 

COVID-19 pandemic have led to an increase of the social interest in sustainability that further 

amplified the ecologic-economic trade-off related to conventional farming. Offering a 

potential solution to this trade-off, food forest pioneers aspire to upscale an agroecological 

system that overcomes the strict division between agriculture and ecology. While doing so, 

they also propose a holistic view on value determination that challenges our perceptions of 

what belongs (or not) in the Dutch agricultural landscape.  
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Preface 
 
According to the Cambridge dictionary, if someone says they “can’t see the wood for trees”, 

they are unable to understand a situation clearly because they are too involved in it.  

For example, if farmers are taught that ‘more is always better’, their perspective and 

behaviour will reflect this. These farmers may subsequently devote their whole lives to 

expand their property, production and capital. Consequently, they may struggle to understand 

that their perception of ‘the right way to do things’ might be flawed. This is exactly what is 

currently happening in the Dutch agricultural debate. For many years, agricultural discourse 

has been shaped to accumulate more, whereas now, the environmental repercussions of this 

trajectory pose a serious threat to sustainability.  

  As an anthropology student, I am taught to build bridges between multiple sets of 

interpretation. When I stumbled upon the concept of food forestry, I was quickly intrigued by 

how this concept aims to overcome the trade-off between economic viability and ecological 

integrity. During my research, I wanted to find out what motivated food forest pioneers and if 

they aspired to reshape our current perceptions on agriculture and nature. Their unique 

perspective has pointed me in the direction of a range of socio-cultural and economic 

opportunities that contribute to our urgent need for a sustainable transition. Instead of being 

unable to see the wood for trees, food forest pioneers are actively challenging our perception 

of value, efficiency and what belongs (or not) by stepping outside of common conceptions. 

Their drive is to find the wood for trees (the solution to the ecologic-economic trade-off in 

agricultural discourse) by producing food through planting trees.  

I am deeply indebted to the (board) members of Stichting Voedselbosbouw Nederland 

and the large-scale food forest initiators who affiliate with SVBBNL. Their guidance has 

allowed me to access my field and obtain insight into the process of upscaling food forestry in 

the Netherlands. More importantly, through their expertise and extensive knowledge, I was 

able to add depth and perspective to my research. I also want to thank the representative of the 

GOB for being so willing to collaborate with me and to educate me on the history of Dutch 

nature management. Furthermore, this thesis would not have been the same without the 

insightful contributions of small-scale food forest initiators and food forest volunteers. On a 

more corrective note, I want to acknowledge the help of Jerome and Deana, who patiently 

corrected my attempt to write this thesis. Finally, I want to thank my supervisor, Dr. L.A.C.M 

van Kempe for being so flexible concerning my vision for this research. His support and 

suggestions have given me the confidence to pull through and believe in my own capabilities.  
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Introduction: the urgency for sustainable agricultural development    
 

I just think it’s weird. We have farmers that own so much property that they are able to 

look far ahead, but still they remain so narrow minded.  

 -Interview with a young food forest farmer, 6th of March 2020-  

 

On a dreary morning in the beginning of March, I met with a young1, very ambitious farmer 

from the South of the Netherlands. He belonged to a long line of successful dairy farmers but 

instead of proceeding in his father’s footsteps, the young farmer had decided to follow a 

radically different path. Ever since his childhood, the sight of far-reaching hectares of 

monotone rye-grass had made him wonder; how has our perception of ‘the right way’ to 

practice agriculture drifted off so far from what is also good for nature? Intrigued by his 

observations, he pursued an education in forest and nature preservation and started his own 

research in alternative nature-inclusive agricultural practices. Now, he is amongst the first 

private initiators of a large-scale commercial food forest: an agroecological2 system that 

produces yields without any environmentally detrimental side effects. At first, his family and 

friends were doubtful of his plans but when a social uproar emerged in early 2019, the urgent 

need for innovative agricultural strategies in the Netherlands suddenly became more relevant 

than ever.  

On the 29th of May 2019, the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the Dutch 

Council of State announced that the national program of the reduction of nitrogen pollution 

(PAS)3 will no longer suffice as the foundation to get permission for activities that cause toxic 

nitrogen emissions. This was because the program did not provide enough safeguards to 

guarantee that no harm will come to the Dutch Natura 2000 areas which are included in 

European nature policy. As a result, up to 18,000 infrastructure and construction projects were 

stalled and all running permits for farm expansion were declined. Many famers felt betrayed 

by the government which led to multiple protests in different municipalities and the country’s 

political capital, The Hague (Hotse Smit 2019; Hofs 2019; Schaart 2019). In a public poll on 

the matter during that time, 78 percent of the respondents sympathized with the farmers after 

the protests (Kester 2019) while earlier in 2019 thousands of (often young) climate activists 

 
1 Based on his appearance I would say he is in his mid-twenties 
2 Agroecology: a study of ecological processes applied to agricultural production systems 
3 Programma aanpak stikstof  
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have also protested for urgent policy adjustments in regards to climate change4. Meanwhile, 

Dutch policy initiatives on rural development had stalled because of polarizing objectives. 

These were increasing the pressure on the decentralized institutions who were troubled to find 

any consensus between national policy requirements and regional interests (Boonstra 2006; 

Hofs 2019).   

It is undeniable that the majority of nitrogen deposition is derived from agricultural 

practices (RIVM 2019). Currently, the Netherlands is the biggest producer of nitrogen 

emissions per hectare in Europe5, causing 70 percent of organic surfaces to breach critical 

nitrogen levels (Veldhuizen 2019). Globally, agriculture is the main driver for surpassing the 

planetary boundary thresholds on biochemical flows and biosphere integrity (Steffen et al. 

2015). Generic diversity and the ability of ecological systems to regenerate flows of nitrogen 

and phosphorus have reached a zone of uncertainty, becoming a threat to our planet and 

humanity itself. Subsequently, there is a critical need for alternative agricultural practices and 

techniques that can reduce toxic emissions, enrich natural environments and encourage local 

biodiversity to restore a healthy balance while simultaneously providing people with food.  

The Dutch initiative for food forestry is an example of such an alternative agricultural 

practice. Most principles of food forests designs are derived from traditional6 worldviews 

which have been put forward within ecological literature before (Berkes et al. 2000; Weiwei 

2014), but have only recently become a serious component of environmental science (Kohler 

et al. 2019). The guidelines for food forest designs consist of components of agriculture and 

nature preservation and are an example of intensive agroecology in which ecology and 

economics are combined. Therefore, initiatives for the development of food forests in the 

Netherlands could offer a sustainable model for rural development.  

In 2017, multiple stakeholders representing different interest groups ranging from 

policy makers to scientific institutes and facilitating foundations signed a covenant. Together 

with four front runners in food forest development they expressed their collaborative 

intentions for the expansion of food forests in the Netherlands. This covenant, called the 

Green Deal Voedselbossen7 (GDV), is part of the ‘Green Deal’ platform created by the Dutch 

government in order to stimulate innovative projects in support of green economic growth. 

 
4 https://www.parool.nl/nederland/meer-dan-35-000-mensen-bij-klimaatmars-den-haag~b80d8c37/  
5 Source: https://universiteitvannederland.nl/college/waarom-heeft-nederland-een-stikstofprobleem 
6 With ‘traditional’ worldviews I point at indigenous eco-centric perceptions of the world in which nature and 
humans play an equally integral role in contrast to western ego-centric perceptions in which humans are superior 
to all other living beings.  
7 https://www.greendeals.nl/sites/default/files/downloads/GD219-dealtekst-Voedselbossen.pdf  
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Remarkably, conventional famers are left out of the GDV whereas they are currently framed 

as the main target for sustainable transition discourse8.     

As of today, many conventional famers are not able to overcome the trade-off between 

economic and ecological interests, putting them in a vulnerable and uncertain position that is 

evoking a sense of frustration. If food forest developers aim to offer a solution to this trade-

off, a comprehensive review of their aspirations for the implementation of food forest design 

on a larger scale is necessary. It follows that my research objective is to find out what inspires 

and motivates food forest initiators, and to find out how their aspirations for upscaling food 

forest design relate to the aforementioned dilemmas. In this way, I hope to contribute to the 

debate on how to generate a sustainable transition of the current discourse towards a model 

that is both safe for the environment and economically viable for farmers.  

Research questions 
What are the motivations and aspirations of people who contribute to the upscaling of food 

forest initiatives in the Netherlands, and how do these shape practices and discourse 

regarding sustainable transition?  

 

1. What were the initial moral motivations for stakeholders to get involved in food forest 

design? 

2. What are the aspirations of the stakeholders involved in relation to upscaling food 

forest initiatives? 

3. How do the motivations and aspirations of food forest initiators aim to overcome an 

ecologic-economic trade-off? 

4. How does food forest design relate to current agricultural discourse and popular 

frames?  

 

 

 
 

 
8 See chapter discourse and framing  
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Theoretical framework  
This part of my thesis will offer a theoretical insight into the concepts that are relevant to my 

research. First, I will shed some light on a chain of historical events that have led to the main 

agricultural system in the Netherlands. Then, I will discuss how discourse and framing play 

an important role in generating a possible transition of conventional agricultural practices. 

Further elaborating on transition, I will also briefly introduce the process of upscaling and 

then proceed to explain more about the core principles involved in food forest design. Lastly, 

I will address the concepts of moral motivations and aspirations, which will then be 

operationalised further in the analytical framework that follows.   

 

Historical context: from agriculture to agribusiness  

At the end of the Second World War, a large part of the Netherlands suffered from famine. As 

a first hand witness to the repercussions of a food shortage, Sicco Manshold, the Dutch 

minister of Food Security after the war, perceived it as his duty to ensure that the people of 

Europe would never suffer from hunger again (van Heste 2014, Westerman 2018). While he 

worked as the first Dutch European Commissioner, he developed the European Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP). By implementing this policy, his goal was to strengthen European 

ties and to increase agricultural productivity by setting up an international network. As a 

result, 95 percent of the European budget was invested in agricultural development9. Later in 

his life however, Manshold had to acknowledge the repercussions of his actions; agricultural 

production had never been so efficient, but the loss of local biodiversity had also never been 

so severe (van Heste 2014). In addition, his policy had succeeded in transforming a shortage 

of food into a surplus of food. This caused downward pressure on crop prices, resulting in 

large-scale farmers outcompeting small-scale ones. Many small-scale famers saw no other 

option than to sell their land and switch professions due to financial debts and a lack of social 

security. Agriculture had successfully been replaced by agribusiness; an economic system led 

by a few corporate famers that were financially supported by government subsidies and loans 

mainly provided by the Dutch RABObank.   

To define the term agriculture, I will refer to Jack Travors and Milton Saier’s (2010) 

definition of small-scale, often organic farming. This is characterized by emphasis placed on 

 
9To compare: current spending on agriculture, rural development and preservation and fisheries cover 39,36 
percent of EU budget. Source: https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/eu-budget/spending/topic/eu-funding-
programmes-2014-2020_en  
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consumption of locally raised crops, produced using manpower, natural soil nutrient, nitrogen 

fixing microorganisms, and crops of diverse natural genetic backgrounds, rotated over the 

years. Production is intended for nearby communities, minimizing transport and cherishing 

the relationships between farmer and consumer. Agribusiness according to Travors and Saier 

(2010), is defined as corporate farming and ranching. This is promoted by the use of farm 

machinery, fertilizers and genetically modified crops, involving huge tracts of land owned and 

operated by large corporations.  

Most farms in the Netherlands are family owned10, but share the same characteristics 

as agribusiness because production is mainly intended for export purposes and is marketed 

through large distribution centres. By this process, the origin of products has become 

anonymous to the consumer, causing nature to be commodified as a profitable resource 

instead of valued by its sustainable properties (Dahlberg 2001, Bui et al. 2019; de Olde and 

Valentinov 2019). The Netherlands today is the biggest exporter of agricultural goods after 

the United States of America with an estimated turnover of 90.3 billion euros (Dolman et al 

2019). As a result, the Dutch agricultural industry is also the largest emitter of ammonia 

(toxic nitrogen compound) in Europe, breaching natural boundaries and putting the 

preservation of Dutch nature at risk. Therefore, the current agricultural system faces an urgent 

trade-off between economic prosperity and biosphere integrity.  

 

Discourse and framing 

In the mid-1980s, Dutch society became aware of its first industrially induced environmental 

crisis. New media provided people with pictures of tree tops that were losing their leaves and 

fish that were found dead in the rivers due to acid rain. More than ever before, people were 

confronted with the environmental impact of increased heavy industry, infrastructure and 

agribusiness. Motivated by alarming scientific results, ecologists started organizing walks 

through forests and cities, pointing out the damage to encourage environmental lobbyists, 

protest marches, and the politicization of Dutch popular songs11. During the course of these 

events, the scope of polluting activities emphasised the urgency for transnational collaboration 

and led to a peak in the political attention to environmental problems (Buijsman et al. 2010; 

Hoppe et al. 2016; Breeman and Timmermans 2017). Similar to the current nitrogen crisis, 

farmers were held accountable for a large part of the toxic emissions that were causing acid 

 
10 Source: https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2016/38/ruim-270-duizend-familiebedrijven  
11 Particularly an adaptation to the song ‘sinds een dag of twee’ by the popular band ‘Doe Maar’ attracted a lot of 
attention. Doe wat, zure regen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5NFnY3PmJ0   
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rain. They had to adjust to policy changes that prohibited spraying artificial fertilizer and limited 

the ammonia emissions caused by keeping livestock. This triggered technological 

developments in fertilizer insemination - where fertilizer is injected directly into the soil - and 

air filter technology that decreased ammonia emissions by 90 percent12. Nevertheless, these 

adjustments no longer suffice for current environmental requirements as has become clear after 

the State Council’s withdrawal of the PAS.     

This process of scientific and societal attention leading to policy adjustments and 

technological acceleration has been labelled as mediated issue development (Nisbet and Huge 

2006). Particularly in the field of sustainable development, the way that environmental issues 

are framed is likely to determine public engagement (Nisbet 2009). A frame can be used by any 

actor, group or institution in order to link two concepts so that one concept can be understood 

through the lens of an already existing concept, belief or worldview (Nisbet and Huge 2006; 

Nisbet 2009; Breeman and Timmermans 2017). In the case of a crisis, frames are likely to be 

amplified; a strategy by which the seriousness of the problem is repeatedly emphasised (Snow 

et al. 1986, 469). For example, looking through the morality/ethics frame, the concept of acid 

rain was framed as something undoubtedly bad, which tapped into people’s sense of morality 

in relation to the wellbeing of their environment. The same morality/ethics frame is often used 

by alternative organic farmers that choose to position themselves as environmental stewards; 

responsible caretakers of their land, rather than conventional farmers who aim to produce at 

maximum capacity at all costs  (Nisbet 2009, Gregorowius et al. 2012; Sutherland 2013; Folke 

et al. 2016; Roesch-McNally et al. 2018; Parks and Anderson 2019).  

  In order to generate new and alternative imaginaries for the future, such as sustainable 

agriculture, it is also important to study discourse. French philosopher Michel Foucault has 

been one of the most prominent figures in discourse analysis. According to Foucault (1972), 

our language consists of a range of statements that represent our knowledge about a particular 

subject matter within a particular historical time frame. The culmination of these statements 

constructs a certain discourse which then determines what people define as meaning, and 

meaningful practice. Further elaborating on discourse, Norman Fairclough (2009, 127) states 

that; ‘Knowledge is produced, circulated and is consumed as discourses. Discourses which are 

operationalised as new ways of acting and interacting (including new genres), and what 

inculcates as new ways of being, new identities (including new styles)’. Thus, contextual 

discourses form the basis of the construction of new, alternative policy regulations and 

 
12 Source: https://anderetijden.nl/programma/1/Andere-Tijden/aflevering/253/Een-vergeten-probleem-Zure-
regen  
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normative values that are expressed, executed and accepted as common principles by civil 

society, corporate enterprises and the state. Recent studies show that there is a need for 

transition of conventional agricultural practices in current sustainability discourse (Dahlberg 

1994; Scoones 2015; Anderson 2019; Bui et al., 2019; Feola and Jaworska 2019; Leipold et al., 

2019; Pant 2019; Reynaud et al., 2019), mainly pointing out unsustainable economic structures 

that are upholding a system which is undermining important social dynamics such as solidarity. 

Moreover, according to permaculture13 ethics, solidarity should not be limited to human 

interaction, but should be applied in a more holistic manner that incorporates all living beings 

(Veteto an Lockyer 2008; Holmgren 2011).  

 

Transition through upscaling 

For this research, I made use of the concept of upscaling as the process of bridging the gap 

between niches (the locus for radical innovation) and the socio-technical regime (the locus of 

established practices and associated rules that stabilize existing systems) (Geels and Schot 

2007; Aalbers and Sehested 2018). This process is subject to constant dynamics as is best 

illustrated by Anthony Gidden’s structuration theory (1984). According to Giddens, a set of 

rules that are embedded in certain socially and culturally constructed structures are both 

medium and outcome of action. In the field of sustainability, this duality of structure has often 

been visualized through a multi-level perspective (El Bilali 2018). The multi-level perspective 

argues that transitions come about through the interaction between processes at three 

interactive levels: (a) niche-innovations build up internal momentum through learning 

processes, price/performance improvements, and support from powerful groups; (b) changes 

at the landscape level create pressure on the regime and (c) destabilization of the regime 

creates windows of opportunity for niche- innovations (Geels and Schot 2007, 400).  

For example, when referring back to the 1980s, innovations in fertilization techniques 

quickly gained momentum after it became clear that the agricultural sector was the main 

driver of multiple ecological threats. Pressured by increasing scientific proof and citizen 

uproar, the Dutch political regime eventually started to subsidize the transition to overall 

fertilizer insemination. Looking at today’s sustainable development landscape, agricultural 

policy is put under a magnifying glass once more due to the nitrogen crisis. Moreover, the 

sudden emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 made people reconsider their 

 
13 Permaculture: Consciously designed landscapes which mimic the patterns and relationships found in nature, 
while yielding an abundance of food, fiber and energy for provision of local needs (Holmgren 2011, 14)  
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consumption pattern in favour of locally produced products14. Therefore, a range of 

opportunities for niche-innovations has currently opened up.  

 Furthermore, I also make a distinction between horizontal scaling and vertical 

scaling (Ingram et al. 2016). Horizontal scaling (also known as functional scaling) implies 

that innovations are adopted and repeated in different locations, or added to expand current 

activities, in order to reach a larger population or different categories of beneficiaries. Vertical 

scaling (also known as political scaling) refers to when systems and innovations are 

incorporated and institutionalized through policy or legal action. At the start of every scaling 

process, niche innovations are often first tested for their proof of concept. But the results from 

small and closely monitored projects within an experimental space might change when 

implemented at a larger scale (Banerjee et al. 2017). Certain aspects might have to be adjusted 

in order to comply, appeal or fit into a larger context depending on the desired effects of 

niche-innovations. Although problematic external events might catalyse niche-innovations 

that show desirable and promising results in a contained area, the process of upscaling might 

entail compromises to the core principles of niche-innovations. This makes it uncertain if 

implementation on a larger scale will either cause a transition of the social-technical regime, 

or if innovations will remain to exist as a mere addition to the current discursive landscape.  

 

Principles of food forestry in the Netherlands  

The concept of ‘food forest’ is based on a holistic system of design called permaculture 

developed in 1978 (Holmgren 2002; Veteto and Lockyer 2008). A well-designed food forest 

consists of several layers of perennial vegetation that create an edible, self-sustainable 

ecosystem (Buiter 2017). Food forests do not require any artificial fertilization, pest control or 

additional irrigation and have the capacity to store substantial amounts of nitrogen (Buiter and 

de Waard 2017). Therefore, a food forest demands very low maintenance in comparison to a 

regular mono-crop acre and is also safe to grow in close proximity to protected nature 

reserves. In addition, food forests offer new habitats to local biodiversity, which contributes to 

the conservation of local endangered species (Breidenbach et al. 2017; Buiter 2017). 

According to the website of the Stichting Voedselbosbouw Nederland15 (SVBBNL), the 

Dutch foundation for food forestry, food forest design follows three core principles (Buiter 

and de Waard 2017). The first is to establish a rich and healthy soil that imitates the prosperity 

 
14 Source: https://www.duurzaam-ondernemen.nl/corona-als-kantelpunt-lokaal-eten-neemt-vlucht/  
15 https://www.voedselbosbouw.org 
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of natural forests as much as possible. The second is to increase biodiversity through layers 

and niches. Each component of food forest design has its own function in relation to humans 

and the overall ecological system. For example: tall growing trees offer shade and protection 

from the wind to smaller, more vulnerable plants that prefer to grow partially in the shade. 

Their fruits or nuts also function as food for local birds when they are out of a safe human 

reach or ‘ARBO-hoogte16’. These birds then support the natural growth of the ecosystem by 

spreading seeds through their excrement. The third and last principle is to move with nature 

instead of against it. This refers back to the aforementioned notion of environmental 

stewardship. In contrast to regular mono-culture acres that require annual ploughing, 

harrowing, sowing, weeding, irrigating and spraying, a food forest is completely self-

regulating after five to seven years post-planting. Therefore, the labour intensity for 

maintaining a food forest will become significantly lower over the years in comparison to 

conventional agriculture. However, farmers must acquire considerable knowledge on 

agroecology: a study of ecological processes applied to agricultural production systems.  

 

Moral motivations and aspirational discrepancies  

There has been a recent increase in studies concerning agroecology as a possible pathway for 

transitioning to sustainable agriculture (Pant 2016; Anderson 2019; Bilali 2019; Reynaud et 

al. 2019). Motivations commonly cited in agroecology studies refer to benefits in health, 

natural resilience, biodiversity, education, socio-political positioning and market development 

(Mier y Terán Giménez Cacho et al. 2018). Initiatives for agroecology often start as idealized 

niche-level enterprises but have also been proven to catalyse a discourse transition in case of 

crisis (ibid., 645; Anderson 2019). Although research on nature-inclusive agriculture in the 

Netherlands shows promising results (Runhaar 2018), the general upscaling of agroecology 

has brought forward some critical debates. Some studies show that the process of 

conventionalizing can lead to a loss of the core principles and ecological values found in 

alternative farming (Sutherland 2013, Pant 2016; Albrecht 2018). Other studies also raise 

concerns about who is included in discourse transition. For example, a comparative study by 

Massicotte and Kelly-Bison (2019) shows how Canadian permaculture initiatives fail to reach 

multicultural interests due to the predominant presence of white, middle-class participants. 

 
16 The Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment requires that for any work above 2,50 meters, special 
safety measures have to be undertaken. This is captured in the Working Conditions Law 
(Arbeidsomstanighedenwet) or ARBO for short. Therefore, conventional famers often use genetically modified 
crops that do not grow above 2,50 meters. Source: https://www.arboportaal.nl/onderwerpen/werken-op-hoogte  
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Even though permaculture principles prescribe a shared self-sustainable lifestyle for anyone 

who wants to disconnect from neo-liberal society (Holmgren 2002), in reality, educational 

programs could only be accessed through financial contributions and lacked a supportive 

social movement. The Brazilian agroecological movement on the other hand, does account for 

cultural diversity due to its native roots and highly politized motivations. Both techniques of 

permaculture and agroforestry are knowledge intensive as opposed to input intensive, since 

their implementation requires adaptive management based on the location’s soil quality. What 

made the Brazilian agroecological movement more successful than its Canadian counterpart 

according to Massicotte and Kelly-Bison, is that the ecological knowledge that serves as the 

foundation for the Brazilian agroecology movement was directly derived from marginalized 

indigenous people. Comparatively, the Canadian permaculture movement was dominated by 

middle-class intellectuals who idealised small-scale sustainable living as opposed to their 

regular corporate life.  

Dutch food forest initiatives have also been critiqued because of its predominantly white, 

highly educated, left-wing representation17. In addition, the main emphasis of the aspirations 

put forward in the GDV is placed on the economic viability of food forests. This could be 

reflective of the current neo-liberal discourse that is causing a problematic ecologic-economic 

trade-off. It remains unclear if these aspirations are intended to promote an overall transition 

of conventional farming, or if they are intended to conform food forestry to the current 

agricultural production systems. A profit motive could also go against permaculture ethics 

which value environmental well-being over financial gain since it has been shown before that 

the costs for sustainability can cause discrepancies between aspirations and reality within 

environmental behaviour (Diekmann and Preisendörfer 1998).   

The concept of aspirations has gained prominence in several ground-breaking debates on 

human development (Appadurai 2004; Sen 2009; Hart 2016). Aspirations have to be 

evaluated in the specific context of the person, group, or institution that expresses them as 

they are dynamic, relational and sensitive to the spirit of time. And while aspirations are 

future oriented, they also pertain to the continuity of a present state of being (Hart 2016, 326). 

For example, a lack of resources such as education and basic financial needs, has an influence 

on a person’s capability to aspire as is shown in a study on aspirations for agricultural 

innovations in rural Ethiopia (Mekonnen and Gerber 2016). Further elaboration on the 

operationalization of aspiration shall be discussed in the analytical framework.  

 
17 https://eeuwigemoes.wordpress.com/2014/08/17/elitair/comment-page-1/  
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Analytical framework  
In order to analyse the sensitizing concepts that I have referred to in my theoretical 

framework, I have made a conceptual model that illustrates how these concepts are related 

(causally) to one another (Figure 1). As my main unit of analysis, I have chosen to study the 

motivations and aspirations of stakeholders involved in the upscaling of food forestry in the 

Netherlands. Within this group, I make a distinction between direct stakeholders and indirect 

stakeholders. Direct stakeholders are all the people that are actively contributing to food forest 

initiatives. Their level of influence and operation on a structural level, which is marked by the 

blue arrows, is often related to scale. For example: volunteers only temporarily contribute to 

the upscaling of food forest initiatives and small-scale food forest initiators only contribute to 

the horizontal upscaling of food forests. In order to also look at the vertical upscaling process, 

it is important to incorporate foundations, funds, and research institutions that assist in 

facilitating large scale-initiatives. With the help of their inputs, private food forest initiators 

are encouraged to collaborate during the proof of concept phase which will eventually exceed 

the locus of radical innovation when the model (food forestry) can establish itself within the 

social-technical regime. Indirect stakeholders are individuals, groups, institutions and events 

that play, or have played a role through the concepts outside of the red square in Figure 1. 

These stakeholders are not necessarily aware of the current efforts for food forest expansion, 

but are likely to be influenced by the upscaling of food forestry in the Netherlands in one way 

or another.    

The concepts that fall within the red square are derivatives of the personal moral 

motives and aspirations of direct stakeholders. In analysing their motivations, I looked at 

inspiration (how they became familiar with the concept of food forestry) and the reason why 

they became involved in food forest development. In doing so, I also aimed to find out which 

frames had been influential to their involvement and in what way they had been of influence. 

To be able to study aspirations, I drew inspiration from an essay on the capacity to aspire 

written by Arjun Appadurai (2004, 33). It invites anthropologists to embrace Amartya Sen’s 

capability approach (2009) in order to widen conceptions on how human beings engage with 

their own future. Sen argues in favour of a fundamental shift of the focus of attention from the 

means of living to the actual opportunities a person has, by which the capability approach 

aims at a fairly radical change in the standard evaluation approaches widely used in economic 

and social studies (Sen 2009, 253). Therefore, I developed a topic list (Appendix B) that 

separates personal drives from an ‘opportunistic’ perspective. Both aspirations do not run in 
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parallel to each other, but communicate as they are often relational, complementary or partly 

overlapping with each other. Their distinction is based on a matter of personal stance: 

referring to the question if certain aspirations are directed towards one’s own personal 

development or if aspirations have the capability to reach beyond the scope of individual 

dreams, hopes, wishes, ambitions and goals for the future.   

 
Figure 1: Conceptual model of thesis  

With this model, I start by presenting an overview of the main moral motivations I have 

gathered during my research. These underline three categories of aspirations which I extracted 

from stakeholders who play a role in the process of upscaling food forest initiatives. I call 

them ‘moral’ because they are related to the morality/ethics frame which portrays farmers and 

environmentalists as each other’s counterparts. Mediated issues within the landscape level, 

like the PAS withdrawal and the COVID-19 pandemic, further amplified this frame as they 

(once again) exposed the ecologic-economic trade-off within the current agricultural 

discourse. These mediated issues run parallel to the process of upscaling food forest initiatives 

which brings forward opportunities for experimentation in search for better alternatives. If 

food forest initiatives can exceed the proof of concept phase by gaining scientific, social and 

political approval, the concept of food forest design has the potential to stimulate a discourse 

transition.  
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Methodology 
In this chapter I will explain how, where and why I conducted my research. I will do this by 

first introducing my research strategy, followed by my research sample. Then, the different 

data collection methods that have been be used will be addressed one by one, followed by the 

analysis techniques that I have applied. In addition, I will also question the reliability and 

validity of my research and close this chapter with a critical reflection on the research process 

and the ethical aspects of my research approach and methodologies.  

 

Research strategy  

For this study, I have made use of ethnographic methods following an iterative-inductive 

approach (O’Reilly 2012) in which I used theory as a precursor, medium and outcome. This 

means that on the one hand, I re-evaluated my theory on the basis of what I discovered, and 

on the other hand, I was also able to understand my observations, experiences and data 

through the guidance of theory. For this reason, I entered my research field informed but with 

an open mind that was flexible and curious towards deviating perspectives. Moreover, in 

resemblance to other ethnographic writing (van Maanen 2011), data collection, analysis, and 

writing were not separated by discrete phases but inextricably linked. Depending on each 

component of my research population, a triangulation of research methods have been applied 

according to the guidelines provided in the book ‘Doing Qualitative Research’ by Beuving 

and de Vries (2015). Methods applied to direct stakeholders required face-to-face contact, but 

for the study of indirect stakeholders I used aspects of frame analysis on different types of 

media that showcased segments on food forestry (or other related subjects) prior to, and 

during my research. This allowed me to pinpoint which - and when certain events have 

amplified specific frames that are related to the motivations and aspirations of direct 

stakeholders.  

 

Research sample  

In this part, I will explain how I sampled the projects and people that I have encountered 

during my fieldwork over the course of three months, starting from January until the end of 

March 2020. Getting myself acquainted with my research field during this time of year turned 

out to be a resourceful coincidence as winter offers the perfect seasonal circumstances to plant 

new trees. In winter nature is at rest; allowing ecosystems to restore and centre their energy 

inside the soil in order to leap back into growth when days are getting longer and 
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photosynthesis is optimal. Therefore, an easy way to gain access to my research field was to 

volunteer in the creation-process of two new large-scale food forests (Schijndel and Eemvallei 

Zuid) and one small-scale food forest (Voedselbos t‘Vaaleerd’). Volunteering also created an 

opportunity for naturalistic inquiry (Beuving and de Vies 2015 & 2020). This means that by 

participating in planting new food forests, I was able to study people during ‘ordinary’ 

circumstances. Although most volunteers knew I was also a student, I was still able to engage 

in casual conversations with them on the basis of our common experiences. Participating in 

and contributing to food projects also strengthened my connection with food forest initiators, 

as they were both witnesses to, as well as subjects of, my respective efforts.  

In order to expand my research sample, I made use of snowball sampling (O’Reilly 

2012, 44). This means that I asked food forest initiators if they wanted to recommend other 

people that they thought would be able to offer an interesting contribution to my research. 

Though snowball sampling might impose a bias towards ‘fanatics’ (Beuving and de Vies 

2015, 151), the social network surrounding food forestry in the Netherlands is still relatively 

small and therefore inherently limited. To offer a little bit of nuance, I also added two 

respondents that were proposed to me by my own social network.   

Unfortunately, because of national restrictive measurements with regards to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, I was no longer able to conduct face-to-face interviews, small talk or 

participant observation after the 13th of March. Therefore, the number of respondents turned 

out to be smaller than I had anticipated but the quality of data still allowed me to conduct a 

thorough analysis. In order to provide a detailed overview of my research sample, I have 

categorised my respondents on the basis of the organisation they affiliate with as a way to 

illustrate the structural level in which the particular respondents are operating (appendix A). A 

structural level refers to the levels of influence addressed in my analytical framework (figure 

1). I also chose to specify the role and expertise of my respondents in order to be transparent 

on their specific field of interest. Lastly, I chose to indicate how I gathered most information 

in order to show the potential thickness of data gathered from a particular respondent. For a 

detailed description of the food forest projects, I refer to my first chapter (page 26).   

 

Methods 

As mentioned, I have made use of a triangulation of various ethnographic research methods in 

order to enhance the quality and reliability of my data. This means that different methods 

have been applied depending on the research circumstances, but the circumstances themselves 
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often allowed methods to overlap or interact with each other. For example: during interviews 

I was able to refer back to certain topics that were related to my literature review with the help 

of mapping. Small talk also became an important component of participant observation. How, 

and why I chose to apply certain methods shall therefore be described in the following 

description of my research methods.  

 

Interviews  

I conducted nine semi-structured interviews with direct stakeholders who are involved in the 

upscaling of food forest initiatives. Prior to the interviews, I constructed a theory-based topic 

list which gave an indication of the possible motivations and aspirations of volunteers, 

organisations and food forest initiators (appendix B). However, I have used this topic list 

more as a precursor rather than a directory. This means that I gave my respondents the 

opportunity to decide the direction of the interview, as long as it was related to their 

relationship with food forestry. Yet in spite of this liberty, I did insist that my respondents tell 

their story pertaining to how they became familiar with food forestry in a chronological order. 

While listening to their stories, I would take notes and construct a small map (see mapping) 

out of which I later extracted relevant frames and discourses. To ensure that I could transcribe 

the interviews as detailed as possible, I have recorded audio of all the interviews with 

permission of the respondents. Six of my respondents invited me to their home and the other 

three respondents agreed to meet in a public space. In order to safeguard the quality of the 

interviews, I have used the four points of assessment by Merton and Kendall (1946) as a 

directive:  

1. Non-direction: questions invited the interviewee to express his or her own 

interpretations and subjective thoughts. My own objectives were not imposed. 

However, on some occasions I might have made a suggestive remark in order to evoke 

a deeper conversation.   

2. Specificity: questions derived from a premanufactured topic list in order to steer the 

interview in to the desired direction when needed.   

3. Range: questions elaborated on a broad range of topics concerning the main topic. 

4. Depth and personal context: questions addressed personal experiences and opinions 

over a broad range of subjects.  
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Mapping 

In order to make a timeframe of previous, current and potential political, economic or socio-

cultural changes, and how they are possibly affecting current motives and aspirations for 

future food forest initiatives, I made small maps during interviews that reflected my 

respondent’s trajectory in in relation to their engagement in food forest development. As a 

starting point, I took peoples inspiration; ranging from their personal history that inspired 

them to develop an interest food forest design, to the types of aspirations that they expressed 

in relation to upscaling food forest initiatives. By doing this I could easily fall back on 

specific milestones and goalposts they had reached or set for themselves in a specific 

timeframe. This allowed me to reconstruct systematic hurdles and opportunities for further 

food forest development, which were later incorporated into my analysis on the subject of 

discourse and framing.   

 

Participant observation 

As mentioned earlier, I have participated as a volunteer in the planting of three new food 

forests. Most of the activities took place over the course of three weekends. At first, I tried to 

position myself more in the background, attempting to fully submerge in the experience of 

being a volunteer. When actively engaging in conversation however, I made sure that people 

were aware of my agenda as a researcher. Because of that, my continuous presence during 

plant-weekends was quickly noticed. It did not take long before I was asked to take on more 

responsibility with directing other groups of volunteers. Instead of only digging holes and 

planting trees, I found myself reading food forest designs, measuring up locations, and 

discussing which plants to put where with project leaders. Accepting more responsibility 

further helped me to confirm my reliability and allowed me to establish a trustworthy 

relationship with members of SVBBNL. This proved helpful when asking them for an 

interview. Notes on activities, conversations and observations were taken mainly directly after 

participant observation, however some were taken during observation. I have processed these 

notes into five field reports which I wrote directly after I came home from a day of participant 

observation.  

 

Small talk   

I have engaged in small talk with several (potential) food forest initiators, volunteers and food 

forest facilitators during participant observation. I have mainly asked them about the reason 
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they decided to contribute to these particular projects, but I also allowed them steer the 

conversation and discuss whatever they felt was important to share with me. All of the people 

I spoke with were aware that I was a student who was doing research on people involved in 

food forest initiatives and were happy to share a part of their personal background, interests 

and motivations. I have recorded fragments of these conversations and compiled them into 

five reports based on field notes which I wrote both during and after participant observation.  

 

Conference attendance   

On the 23rd of January, I visited a conference on organic farming during which I attended a 

presentation by STBBNL that was aimed to create awareness of their program ‘sustainable 

breakthrough food forests (DDV)’. During this presentation, I took notes of my observations 

and later incorporated these into a report that describes what was discussed (and shown) 

during the presentation, and how other attendees reacted prior to, during, and after the 

presentation.    

 

Literature review 

I have based my theoretical and analytical framework on the review of scientific literature in 

the form of journal articles, books, newspaper articles and scientific or governmental reports. 

In addition, I have closely followed the latest developments during the course of my research 

concerning the Dutch nitrogen crisis, farmers and environmentalists’ protests, the COVID-19 

pandemic (with relation to consumption behaviour) and policy adjustments. I have done this 

by reviewing a variety of news outlets. 

 

Analysis  

In order to analyse my research findings in relation to theory, I processed all interviews and 

fieldnotes into nine transcripts and six field reports, taking up roughly 300 pages, all typed out 

in MS Word. I have uploaded my transcripts in Atlas.ti and categorized my data through open 

coding (Beuving and de Vries 2015, p. 163). I chose open coding because of the ambiguity of 

my main unit of analysis. By using open coding, I was not restrained by one set of values 

which are related to either people’s motivations or aspirations. In total, I have created 368 

codes over 1156 quotations which I then divided into the eleven code-groups that were in 

accordance with the concepts addressed in my theoretical and analytical framework. These 

code-groups are represented in appendix C. In addition, I referenced several news outlets to 
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determine how food forest-related topics were framed in accordance to Mathew Nisbet’s 

theory on public engagement (2009). I was especially interested in the use of the 

morality/ethics frame by which certain topics were dichotomized as either ‘bad’ or ‘good’. 

From there, I was able to compare the ideologies within the motivations and aspirations of my 

respondents to the frames used in public, and scientific discourses.   

  

Validity and reliability  
During my fieldwork, I was fortunate enough that nearly everyone I addressed was happy to 

provide me with information for my thesis. Therefore, most of my methods have provided me 

with rich, high quality data. Many of my respondents also wanted to show me physical 

examples of their perceptions on agricultural and ecological values (either on their property or 

with additional literature). However, because of the severity of the fast emerging COVID-19 

pandemic in the second week of March (during the last month of my fieldwork), any form of 

physical/social contact got prohibited. Unfortunately, this led to the fact that some potential 

respondents respectfully declined my request for an (online) interview. In addition, four 

occasions for (participant) observation were cancelled. Twice because of extreme weather 

conditions, and twice also because of the COVID-19 restrictions.  

These events have limited the validity and reliability of my research because I feel that 

there are still many other voices to be heard within the Dutch food forest movement. 

Moreover, I was unable to incorporate conventional farmers into the discussion due to time 

constraints. It is important to note however, that most of my respondents are highly 

knowledgeable on socio-cultural patterns related to agricultural and ecological development. 

All the board members of STVBBNL have an academic background and their efforts in 

promoting food forest design on a structural (vertical upscaling) level, ensures they are well 

aware of the current discourse and frames that are either supportive of their aspirations, or 

standing in the way of achieving their goals. That said, I also actively searched for academic 

output that could nuance certain statements made by my respondents. However, the concepts 

of motivations and aspirations are very apperceptive and related to subjective values. 

Therefore, nuancing does not make the motivations and aspiration less true or out of reach, 

but rather it reinforces that replicating this research in a different setting will likely result in 

different outputs. In anticipation, I enhanced the reliability of this research with detailed 

descriptions of the specific context of my research sample, using open coding and a clear 

analytical framework. In addition, making use of a triangulation of research methods also 
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allowed me to check my interpretation of the information that was provided to me during 

face-to-face contact. For example: after each interview, I would show my respondents the 

small map that I had constructed while they were talking, and recapitulate what they had said. 

This roughly represented the core topics that had been discussed, and their agreement 

solidified my interpretation of their subjective viewpoints.  

 

Critical Reflection 
As stated by O’Reilly (2012, 222): ‘social researchers are part of the world they study, not 

some sort of objective, detached research tool’. For this reason, it is important to reflect upon 

how my own position as a researcher may have influenced relationships in the field, access to 

the field, types of data collected, viewpoints, etc.  

 To start, I recognize that my background and social network shows similarities to 

many of the people I have met in the field. I am also a white, middleclass person who grew up 

in what can be described as a left-wing progressive family that often ate organic food and 

enjoyed long walks through nature. In addition, many people in my social network engage 

around environmental topics on a daily basis. This explains why my own introduction to food 

forestry was through a video that appeared on my social media feed. Initially, to help prevent 

biases, I gained access to my field by assigning myself as a volunteer instead of via any social 

connections. However, about half way through my research, I was introduced to the two 

small-scale food farmers that can be traces back to my own social network. A former 

colleague, whose father was building a food forest, had coincidentally heard about my 

research and the second famer was introduced to me by a fellow student had found out that 

one of his respondents was building a food forest. Nevertheless, I consider these social 

connections rather distant. Because of this distance, I was able to maintain a professional 

relationship with my respondents, while also establishing a sense of trust through common 

values and my enthusiasm as a participant in the field.  

 With writing this thesis, I represented the subjective motivations and aspirations of my 

respondents, but also objectively identified patterns in relation to ‘common conceptions’ of 

agriculture and nature. Applying objective analysis to the subjective values expressed in the 

process of data collection enabled me to construct an overview of how the alternative 

viewpoints of food forest pioneers relate to the current discourse. Lastly, I want to make clear 

that although I conducted this research entirely on my own initiatives, I do hope that the 

outcome can be of use to the further development of food forest initiatives.    
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1. From soil to seed: inspirations, incentives and motivations from 

participants and initiators of food forest initiatives in the 

Netherlands 
 

In this chapter, I will provide a description of my experiences in the field and the people 

whom I have met there. With this description, I want to give an illustration of the different 

variations of food forest initiatives and the people and organisations who are involved in food 

forest development. In doing so, my aim is to show how people became familiar with the 

concept of food forestry as well as what is motivating them to contribute to the upscaling of 

food forest design. This will answer the first sub-question of my research. First, I will 

introduce three different projects that I have participated in. Then, I will elaborate on people 

who are facilitating food forest projects, currently building a food forest, or contemplating to 

build a food forest in the future. Following up, I will give a description of the volunteers I met 

during participant observation and I will end this chapter with a short recap.   

 
1.1 Three different food forest projects 

Before my fieldwork began, I had registered myself as a volunteer on the website of 

SVBBNL so that I could offer my assistance during three so called ‘plant-weekends’. During 

these plant-weekends, volunteers help planting the first three layers of a food forest design: 

the crown-layer, the lower (fruit) trees and high bush layer, and the lower bush layer. The first 

food forest in the making that I encountered is located in Schijndel: a relatively small town18 

in the Province of North-Brabant. The acre that food forest Schijndel is planted on, used to be 

a sheep meadow. When I arrived at the location, the meadow was separated into two parts. 

One part had been left alone for nearly two years, which resulted in it becoming overgrown 

by weeds and wild grasses. The other part had been neatly maintained and was dominated by 

rye-grass19. Because the second part of the meadow had been ‘given back to nature’ as stated 

by food forest front-runner Wouter van Eck, the soil had slowly regained many of its 

nutritional values. This made it an attractive environment for worms and other organisms that 

had made the soil soft and easy to cultivate.  

 
18 The town counted 23.625 inhabitants in early 2016.  
19 Rye-grass is most commonly seen in Dutch landscape and usually serves as grazing area for livestock.   
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Left: rye-grass. Right: food forest site.  

Food forest Schijndel is an initiative of SVBBNL and is currently being realized in 

collaboration with the Groen Ontwikkelingsfonds Brabant (GOB) and HAS Brabant20. In 

2018, all parties signed an agreement with the Province of North Brabant stipulating that 

SVBBNL will lease 20 hectares of land for at least 20 years at current market rates. Funds for 

the lease and plant materials are provided by the GOB with the intention that all investments 

will be regained by exploiting the forest yields. Therefore, food forest Schijndel is promoted 

as a production forest or ‘rational food forest’, as van Eck calls it. The trees are planted in 

straight rows, each consisting of a different type of tree. This way, the food forest maintains a 

high degree of variation but is also easily accessible and therefore easier to harvest. A small 

section of food forest Schijndel (<1 ha.) is also reserved to serve as educational forest for 

children. This section is designed as a ‘romantic food forest’ in which the trees are mixed in 

seemingly no particular order, increasing the density of variation but thereby complicating 

harvest-efficiency. 

Food forest Eemvallei Zuid (50 ha.) is located close to the city of Almere in the province 

of Flevoland. This food forest is part of a new construction project, featuring an integral 

approach to sustainability. The whole area has been divided in plots, each of which serving a 

different purpose. The houses to be built near food forest Eemvallei Zuid will be 

predominantly self-sufficient in terms of energy and drainage and are constructed from 

sustainable materials. Moreover, in order to buy a house at the ‘Eemgoed’21 each household 

must commit to a contribution to the local community. How each household makes its 

contribution is dependent on the potential occupant’s personal skills, knowledge and interests. 

 
20 HAS Hogeschool Brabant will conduct research on the economic model and the ecologic benefits of food 
forest Schijndel.  
21 Name of the plots next to food forest Eemvallei Zuid.  
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One of the possible contributions is to monitor the developments of food forest Eemvallei 

Zuid.  

In contrast to the natural conditions in Schijndel, the Eemvallei is placed in a ‘polder’ 

or Dutch wetland which is rich in thick, high-nutrient blue clay. Because of the consistency of 

the soil and the construction activities around food forest Eemvallei Zuid, planting young 

trees required intensive labour and was partially done by state forest management. The design 

for food forest Eemvallei Zuid is divided into two parts that serve different, yet partially 

overlapping purposes. One part of the food forest is designed as a ‘ribbon’ placed next to the 

area’s walking and bicycle-paths. This ribbon mainly serves a decorative or recreational 

purpose but will still produce fully edible yields, therefore also fulfilling a productive 

function. The other part of the food forest consists of several plots that are planted according 

to the model that is also used in Schijndel. Therefore, this part also qualifies as a rational food 

forest. Instead of each row of trees consisting of different varieties from different geological 

origins however, each part will represent a variety of trees originating from one particular 

continent. Altogether they represent a ‘journey around the world’ by which they also fulfil an 

educational purpose.   

The last food forest that serves as object of this study is a small-scale food forest called 

‘Voedselbos ’t Vaaleerd’ in the province of Drenthe. This food forest is privately owned and 

was designed by an independent horticulturist to resemble a beautiful and easily accessible 

exotic garden while still built out of food forest principles. According to the owner, 

‘Vaaleerd’ means ‘sterile land’ in local dialect because when he first moved to his home, the 

land was considered unfit for agricultural practice. Before he decided to plant a food forest 

however, the owner had used this land as a flower meadow that fostered his bee-keeping 

hobby. This variety of flowers allowed the soil to regenerate and develop a healthy humus-

layer, making it soft and easy to work with.  

 

1.2 Food Forest Initiators   
Analysing the motivational factors of food forest initiators requires getting to know more 

about their backgrounds and expertise. Arguably the most influential food forest initiator in 

the Netherlands is Wouter van Eck. Almost every news outlet, magazine article or TV 

program that showcases food forestry in the Netherlands has framed van Eck as its poster 

child. Demonstrating his extensive botanical knowledge and experiences, he is regarded as the 

first official large-scale food forest farmer in the Netherlands. Since his early childhood, van 
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Eck developed an interest in biology but instead of following the straightforward path of 

becoming a biologist, he decided to study political science in order to determine which socio-

political structures were putting the values that society assigned to nature under pressure. For 

his thesis, he travelled to Kenya to study Dutch development projects that aspired to 

modernise local agricultural practices. Instead of praising the mechanical techniques which 

were used in order to plant large plots of hybrid corn seed, he criticized the fact that the 

implementation of mono-culture agribusiness caused large parts of the harvest to get flushed 

by the heavy tropical rains. He observed that the techniques that were applied simply did not 

fit the natural circumstances. He concluded:  

 

It is a common mistake of people when they go to other countries; they bring their 

own baggage instead of becoming part of the reality over there. 

-Interview Wouter van Eck 10th of February 2020 -   

    

Opposite to the Dutch project plots, van Eck noticed a plot which the local community used to 

harvest mangoes, papayas, avocados and other (sub)tropical fruits. Even some tea and coffee 

plants proliferated trough the different layers of vegetation. Tea and coffee were not 

consumed by the locals themselves, but instead they sold them in order to buy essentials such 

as school uniforms. In contrast to the Dutch projects, this plot was able to withstand extreme 

climatic conditions without the community having to intervene with external inputs such as 

irrigation, fertilization or pest control. It was not until years later, in 2009, that van Eck and a 

friend bought a former silage maize acre in order to imitate the same ecological forest 

structure he had seen in Kenya, but with trees and plants that were more suitable to the Dutch 

climate. In order to share their experiences and knowledge about the ecologic developments 

of their plot, van Eck started a Facebook page narrated in English. This is where van Eck first 

introduced the term ‘food forest’, which later translated into ‘Voedselbos’.     

 In between the time of project development and project realization, van Eck attended 

multiple workshops and courses abroad that were related to permaculture and agroforestry. 

Later, he also started to give lectures and guided tours of his own forest. This allowed him to 

come into close contact with several other people who shared the same ideological views in 

relation to stewardship and working with nature instead of against it. In 2016, in order to 

become eligible as a partner in large-scale food forest development, van Eck, together with a 

handful of these likeminded contacts, each with their own field of expertise, founded 

SVBBNL.   
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During my fieldwork, I had the pleasure of meeting several board members of SVBBNL. 

Some I spent more time with and with others I only shared a quick conversation over lunch. 

One of them was Frans-Jan, a Dutch permaculture pioneer who told me he had noticed a 

remarkable increase in interest in food forestry and other related principles. He recounted that 

in order to gain more knowledge on permaculture design in the nineties, people had to follow 

very intensive multi-day courses abroad. Nowadays however, there are several parties that 

offer workshops or courses in permaculture in all shapes and sizes all over the Netherlands. 

Evelyn, another board member of SVBBNL, is a landscape designer. In her career she noticed 

that ‘green’ was more often perceived as a finishing touch rather than a first priority. 

Challenging this notion, she decided to offer her help to SVVBNL and is now, together with 

van Eck, responsible for most large-scale food forest designs.  

 Marc, another board member, and Stijn, management support for SVBBNL, have had 

more analytical careers. Before joining SVBBNL, Marc worked for an organization that 

focused on the acceleration of sustainable development goals. There he developed a special 

interest in circular economy-building and sustainable agriculture. Upon exposure to the 

concept of food forestry, he was quickly convinced that food forest design offers the ultimate 

sustainable agricultural model. Stijn enjoys a career as an interim manager and has lived all 

over the world. When he moved back to the Netherlands, he joined a local nature-workgroup 

so he could further explore his affinity with nature and expand his network. Later when he 

became chairman of the group, a fellow member who was well-acquainted with nature-

inclusive agriculture pointed him to a crash course in food forestry. By attending the course 

four years ago, he was introduced to Wouter van Eck and Max de Corte; one of the initiators 

of the Forest Garden Network in Rotterdam. Nowadays, Stijn finds himself at a stage in his 

life where he wants to ‘give back’. He was inspired by the initial lack of agroecological 

knowledge of his children (he described a situation in which one of his children asked which 

animal produced the green beans), and like all other food forest initiators, he is set on his 

conviction that the current agricultural system is a ‘dead-end’ road. In our conversation, he 

emphasized that a structural change is necessary in which people must take an integral stance 

towards value determination so that ecological knowledge and quality is no longer 

undermined by a purely economic motive.  

Young22 food forest initiators sometimes developed an interest in food forest design 

encouraged by their higher education. Isabelle is a young entrepreneur who owns a self-

 
22 By young I refer to people in their twenties. 
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picking-garden together with her friends and also works for SVBBNL. She developed a 

special interest in nature-inclusive agriculture during her studies in biology. Currently, she is 

preparing to apply for a PhD in agroecological systems. I met another volunteer who studied 

botany at Wageningen University and did a short internship at the food forest of Wouter van 

Eck. He is now developing his own food forest on a family-owned plot in France. Two other 

young food forest initiators developed ambitions through personal inquiries into alternative 

sustainable agriculture. One is currently planting his food forest and the other is applying for 

the GOB-pilot23 that offers land for food forest development in the province of Brabant.  

During their exploration, they both attended gatherings at which van Eck had lectured about 

food forest design. Both young men are also highly motivated to be part of a transition of 

agricultural discourse through means of large-scale food forest development. Their aim is to 

set an example to other potential food forest initiators.  

 

Ecology and economy are two separate things in our society while in my eyes they are 

coherent and I actually want to be a step ahead because I am convinced that things are 

going to change in relation to the agrarian sector. 

-interview with a young food forest farmer 6th of March 2020-  

 

I also spoke with two older, small-scale food forest initiators who expressed a great affinity 

with nature, although their motivations lacked the ambition that typifies large-scale food 

forest initiators. One of them was close to reaching his retirement age and the other recently 

celebrated his 80th birthday. For them, planting a food forest was not a business investment; 

they did not anticipate recovering their investment back by selling the forest’s yields. Instead, 

they consciously considered adding a food forest to increase the overall value of their 

property in order to secure their inheritance. Nevertheless, the ecological benefits and the 

aesthetic properties of food forestry also played a big part in their motivation. One of them 

grew up on a farm and shared his sorrow on the loss of small, all-rounded farms that had to 

make place for big mono-culture industrial farms. The other, who also enjoyed beekeeping 

and hunting, was less knowledgeable on agriculture but rather appreciated the benefits his 

food forest could offer to sustain local flora and fauna. 

 
23 See chapter two (the GOB-pilot)  
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1.3 Volunteers 

Every morning during the plant-weekends, all the volunteers would meet at a nearby facility 

where we were welcomed with tea and coffee. At Schijndel, the refreshments offered to us 

were sponsored by a catering company whom had expressed an interest in exploiting the food 

forest’s yields in the future. At the Eemvallei, a local care-farm had offered to cater for us by 

which they contributed to the ‘Eemgoed’ community. During these meet-ups, members of 

SVBBNL would inform us of the food forest principles and how the projects that we were 

contributing to had been established. Afterwards, we divided ourselves into groups of four to 

six people, each with at least one person with planting experience. We would then collectively 

walk to the food forest site in order to start our activities.  

 All of the volunteers were white and a majority of them were highly educated. Most of 

them were Dutch but there were a few exceptions coming from other European backgrounds. 

Most of the time, all age-groups ranging from small children (accompanied by their parents) 

to recently retired or elderly people from the neighbourhood were represented with some 

minor variations per day. Usually the balance between men and women was also equally 

divided with a slight male majority occurring more often. The size of the group would range 

from around thirty up to almost fifty volunteers. In the case of one plant-weekend at the 

Eemvallei, SVBBNL even had to close the application for volunteers for lack of monitoring 

capacity. Both at Schijndel and the Eemvallei, most of volunteers came from the same, or 

nearby regions. At the Eemvallei, the majority of volunteers were future occupants of the 

‘Eemgoed’ whom had been notified about the plant-weekends from an online newsfeed from 

their community. Many others had also seen or heard about food forests on TV, in their 

newspaper, from their Facebook-feed or friends or family.  

All of the volunteers I spoke to expressed an interest in sustainability. Sometimes this 

interest derived from their children. On a few occasions I spoke to some middle-aged 

volunteers who had children around my age (mid-twenties) who were very concerned about 

environmental issues. One woman expressed to me that her daughter did not want to have 

children because she was doubtful of any sustainable outcome in the future. Another woman 

agreed that she would not want to have children if she would have been young in this time 

and era. A man whose daughter was a future occupant of the Eemgoed told me how he was 

very proud of his daughter and her boyfriend. They were very consciously choosing a more 

sustainable way of living, something he himself had never been noticeably concerned about 

when he was their age. He considered their decision courageous. Even when elderly 

volunteers did not mention their own children, they were still very driven to make a 
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sustainable contribution for the next generation. A young farmer, who was transitioning the 

land of his father to a food forest, told me that he worked with a group called ‘grandparents 

for the environment’. Not only did this group offer to help him plant his food forest together 

with their grandchildren, they also successfully initiated a crowdfunding campaign that had 

collected over twenty thousand euros in honour of the young famer’s food forest initiative.  

I also met volunteers who used the plant-weekends as an opportunity to familiarise 

themselves with food forest design because they were contemplating to start a food forest for 

themselves. Some had already started a food forest and wanted to learn more about how they 

could improve it. Amongst those, I met two groups of men that had a background in finance. 

The first group consisted of middle-aged former study-friends from Delft. They were 

considering to collectively buy a plot of land in order to start a small profitable food forest. 

The other group came from Belgium and had already bought an old farm they were rebuilding 

and transitioning into a community house surrounded by a food forest. One of them used to 

work for a bank but felt uneasy about the unequal financial distribution system that the 

banking sector was encouraging. His goal was to build something he could eventually ‘give 

back’ to his community without needing to profit from it.  

Concerns about unequal distribution were voiced more often. Whether it concerned 

global inequality or the Dutch food distribution chain, several volunteers criticized the current 

economic system. A group of volunteers in their twenties, whom I met at the Eemvallei 

identified themselves as part of the activist group known as ‘Extinction Rebellion’ (XR). 

They had signed up to volunteer as a group outing and experienced planting as a relaxing, 

bonding activity. During a discussion about upscaling food forest initiatives, they strongly 

disagreed with conventionalizing food forestry. They were convinced that if food forest 

initiatives were to become dependent on financial support from the banking sector, a power 

vacuum would arise. In such, they believe, food forest initiators would no longer be able to 

work as independent entrepreneurs with full authority over the functional purpose of their 

land. Meanwhile, I also met two municipal officials who were investigating if they could 

implement large scale food forest initiatives in their region. One of them, a female 

representative of the municipality of Arnhem, also expressed an interest in the development of 

‘gentleman’s farms.’24Two recently graduated female biology students that were orientating 

for sustainable job opportunities, expressed they had recently visited a gentleman’s farm and 

 
24 A consensual system in which a neighborhood collectively hires a plot of land and a professional farmer to 
locally produce food for them. The collective of people can decide which products shall be cultivated and the 
farmer has a guaranteed income the whole year through.  
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were noticeably charmed by the concept. According to the municipal official, the biggest 

obstacle for alternative agricultural project development was to find suitable land. When I 

asked if conventional farmers might be interested in transitioning their current ways of 

practice to a more sustainable model, she answered that, in her experience, conventional 

famers were not receptive to such propositions. On the other hand, a man who worked in food 

processing and also held an important position in one of the neighbouring towns of Schijndel 

(he regularly organized town meetings in order to discuss innovative developmental ideas) 

opposed to this opinion. According to him, conventional farmers actually play a vital role in 

sustainable transition processes. He also felt that many conventional famers in his region 

would be interested to cooperate if they could get financial support to overcome a less 

profitable transition period. So in order to reach our current sustainability goals, a 

collaborative effort coming from governmental institutions, financial institutions and ethical 

consumers (mainly local consumers) should be mobilized.  

In the case of the small-scale private food forest initiatives, and the young farmer who was 

transitioning the land of his father, they were mainly, or also, assisted by their friends and 

family in planting their food forest. These volunteers were not necessarily well-versed with 

the concept of food forestry but felt great satisfaction from helping, working outside, and 

contributing to a practical solution for a broad sustainability problem.  

 

1.4  getting involved in food forest development 

For many people, choosing to get involved in food forest development comes from a moral 

concern for the environment and the satisfaction of being part of a solution. Large-scale food 

forest initiatives are built out of the observations of local soil qualities and serve a mainly 

productive purpose although they also offer opportunities for recreation and education. Small-

scale initiatives do not share the same emphasis on production but rather serve an aesthetic 

purpose along with an assurance or increase of property value; serving both as a sustainable 

legacy but also as an additional source of income for the next generation. Although initiators 

and participants are all white and mostly highly educated people, they did not lack an 

outspoken political opinion like in the example by Massicotte and Kelly-Bison (2019). Many 

of them are unsatisfied with systems of unequal distribution either on a national or global 

scale (sometimes both). Therefore, the process of conventionalizing (through upscaling) did 

not raise immediate concerns about a possible impact on the ecological values incorporated in 

food forest design, but rather about the capability for independent entrepreneurship.  
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2. Growth: aspirations, upscaling and transition 
 
In this chapter, I shall present information that has mainly been provided by large-scale food 

forest initiators which involve strong aspirations towards the expansion of food forest 

initiatives. This information shall provide an answer to my second and third sub question. In 

line with Amartya Sen’s capability approach (2009), my aim in this chapter is to explore the 

different opportunities that current stakeholders have mentioned or envisioned during semi-

structured interviews. After presenting their aspirations, I shall discuss how these aspirations 

relate to the intrinsic motivations that were mentioned in my previous chapter. By making this 

comparison, I attempt to analyse if there is a potential trade-off between their moral 

convictions and opportunistic goals; thereby addressing the impact of upscaling food forest 

design in relation to the basic food forest principles. But first, I shall present an overview of 

the different operational levels in which food forest initiators are currently active.  

 

2.1 The structuration of food forest initiatives  

In my analytical framework, I mentioned that I have made a topic list related to motivations 

and aspirations by which personal drives are separated from a more opportunistic perspective 

on the basis of personal stance. Over the course of my fieldwork, however, I discovered that 

this distinction of aspirations also relates to a level of operation (marked by the blue arrows in 

figure 1, page 18). People who are involved in small-scale food forest development, like the 

horticulturist and the two food forest initiators who found themselves in a later stage of life 

wanting to secure their property value, expressed aspirations that were better suited to the 

category of personal drives. When I found myself speaking to people who are developing a 

food forests that exceed more than five hectares however, I noticed that their aspirations often 

involve a desire for structural changes in society. Therefore, I noticed a correlation between 

the scope of peoples aspirations and the transition between niche-level operations towards 

operations that are intended to shape agricultural practices on a landscape-level (El Bilali 

2018). In this analytical frame, the concept of food forest design can be determined as a 

means of transition. However, looking through a social development perspective like the 

capability approach of Amartya Sen (2009), my focus lies in how the aspirations of people 

who are currently initiating large-scale food forest projects are shaping the opportunities for 

further food forest development. By analysing these aspirations, I want to illustrate how large-

scale food forest initiators are engaging with their future (Appadurai 2004) by creating 
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windows of opportunity that are increasing the potential of food forest design to impact 

transitions into the socio-technical, or in this case agricultural, regime (Geels and Schot 2007, 

400).  

 Foundations like SVBBNL and the GOB are currently operating as mediators between 

social developmental structures. By upscaling food forest projects, they collectively aspire to 

present food forestry as a viable business model in order to impose a structural transition of 

the agricultural (political) system. The way they have already done so, or aspire to further 

proceed in upscaling food forest initiatives however, is context dependent. As described in my 

analytical framework, aspirations are not static and are often influenced by a variety of factors 

(Appadurai 2004; Hart 2016). Therefore, I will now elaborate on three categories of 

aspirations that are not attached to one person, organization or institution. Instead they 

overlap or correspond with the aspirations of other respondents depending on their personal 

background, expertise or interests, as described in the previous chapter.  

 

2.2 Types of aspirations  
In his book The Idea of Justice (2009, 231) Amartya Sen explains: ‘in contrast with the 

utility-based or resource-based line of thinking, individual advantage is judged in the 

capability approach by a person’s capability to do things he or she values’. Therefore, I have 

categorized the aspirations expressed by large-scale food forest initiators by three prominent 

(normative) values: ecological values, professional values, and market related values. In the 

following three subchapters, I shall explain how large-scale food forest initiators seek 

opportunities - which are determinants of their capabilities - that incorporate these values, and 

allows them to make an impact on a sustainable (agricultural) transition.     

 

2.2.1 Aspirations for the (financial) incorporation of ecological values  

I have decided to characterize my first category of aspirations as aspirations aimed at 

increasing an integrated value appreciation of the ecological benefits of food forest design. 

Therefore someone’s desire to contribute to a sustainable solution for the loss of biodiversity 

is not included in aspirations but counts as a personal motivation. A prominent aspiration on 

the ground of ecological values expressed by large-scale food forest initiators is that they 

want to incorporate ecosystem services (ESS) as a structural rewards system for sustainable 

entrepreneurs. Ecosystem services are a set of environmental benefits which are delivered 

through natural ecosystems (Daily et al. 2003). By incorporating ESS in a financial reward 
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system, crucial elements for a long-term sustainable transition like maintaining biodiversity 

and reducing biochemical flows, become both achievement and production for famers or any 

other (large-scale) land owners. As a result, maintaining an agroecological system becomes 

more economically viable.  

  Respondents who are involved in large-scale food forest development aspire to 

contribute to a top-down system that allows multiple sustainable agricultural or nature-

preservative practices that can deliver any amount of ESS to coexist. However, food forest 

design offers a compelling model for multiple national or regionally induced sustainable 

strategies since food forest design combines facets of agriculture and nature preservation. As 

an example, I shall discuss a little bit more about the emergence of the GOB-pilot based on an 

interview on the 17th of February 2020, with a representative of the GOB.  

 

The GOB-pilot 

In 1990, the Dutch Ministry of Nature and Fishery25 introduced the ecological main structure 

as a response to the rapid decrease of biodiversity. The strategy behind the ecological main 

structure was to increase the ecological resilience of the existing natural reserves by 

connecting them. By expanding and connecting the habitat of stable populations, the risk for 

extinction of endangered species would be pushed back. Fast forward to 2010, the ambitions 

set for the ecological main structure were reduced by half by the then elected liberal cabinet. 

In order to safeguard the ambitions of the ecological main structure, several parties 

representing regional water authorities, agricultural labour unions, environmental advocates 

and animal wellbeing organizations, set up a manifest. This proclaimed that they wanted to 

compensate the nationally imposed economic cuts with regional funding. In order to execute 

and monitor the further development of the now called ‘nature network’ the ‘Groen 

Ontwikkelingsfonds Brabant’ came into existence. The GOB’s ambition is to create 10,000 

hectares of ‘new nature’ by the end of 2027. 2,000 hectares within these 10,000 hectares must 

consist of enterprising nature: natural ecosystems that are built on the basis of a customized 

business-plan aimed to support an economic income. Food forest Schijndel is one of the first 

large-scale enterprising projects endorsed by the GOB. In cooperation with SVBBNL and the 

HAS Brabant, this food forest shall be closely monitored; thereby functioning as an example 

for further commercial food forest development.  

 
25 Now incorporated in the Dutch Ministry of Economics  
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In 2019, the GOB launched a pilot called ‘land for food forests.’ By submitting a business-

plan based on food forest design, private entrepreneurs can rent or buy agricultural land for 

which half the cost is subsidized by the GOB. A strict condition for participating in the GOB-

pilot however, is that participants must attach priority to ecological restoration in their 

business model. Therefore, they are not allowed to manipulate their land with artificial 

fertilizer or any other chemical substances. In addition, their business plan must include a 

long-term sustainable vision so that ecological benefits and ESS can be guaranteed.    

 
2.2.2 Professional aspirations 

SVVBNL’s professional aspirations related to the upscaling of food forest design are both 

aimed at the expansion of knowledge and the expansion of practice. In line with the goals 

expressed in the Green Deal Voedselbossen (GDV), SVBBNL has developed a programme 

named ‘Duurzame Doorbraak Voedselbossen26’ (DDV). The aim of this program is to 

develop a minimum of 150 new hectares of food forest on agricultural land by 2024. With the 

help of Stichting DOEN, the Ministry of Agriculture Nature and Food Quality, Green Choice 

and the Gieskes-Strijbis Fund, SVBBNL offers expert support on the development of global 

business cases. This advice on food forest design includes a list of optional plants, embedding 

food forest design in law and regulations, co-financing, network expansion, the recruitment of 

volunteers and on the job training. Conditions for taking part in the DDV, are that participants 

own at least 5 hectares of land and are willing to conserve their food forest for a minimum of 

20 years. In addition, their food forest must meet the definition of food forestry as described 

in the GDV. Some examples of SVBBNL’s successes so far are the development of food 

forest Schijndel, food forest Eemvallei-Zuid and the introduction of a crop-code for food 

forestry that enables food forest farmers to qualify for agricultural subsidies.  

On the 23rd of January 2020, I briefly visited the ‘Biobeurs’, a convention about 

organic farming during which members of SVBBNL presented the DDV in order to attract 

large land-owners to partake in the DDV. During the presentation, the room was filled with a 

variety of people representing different branches in organic farming. Although many seemed 

intrigued by the concept, and van Eck expertly answered all questions with convincing 

arguments, few listeners actually stayed to ask for more information or even took the 

pamphlet that contained a summary of the DVV with them. Nonetheless, in personal 

 
26 Translation: Sustainable Breakthrough Food Forestry. 
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interviews with members of SVVBNL, the respondents were optimistic about the overall 

response rate to the DDV.  

In their aspiration for further knowledge expansion, several respondents mentioned a 

consistent increase in the number of people that are participating in courses and workshops 

organized by SVBBNL. Also on a structural level, the interest in food forest potential is 

gaining attention. Wageningen University, the world’s front runner in agricultural innovation, 

is slowly starting to incorporate food forestry in their research on agroecological systems, 

even though opinions on the model’s potential to be able to deliver substantial amounts of 

food diverge (Ottema 2020, van Dinther 2020). According to my respondents however, the 

goal is not necessarily to transform all Dutch agricultural landscape into food forests. Besides, 

the current food forest movement also does not exclusively revolve around SVBBNL. The 

Rotterdam Forest Garden Network (RFGN) for example, is an organisation that aspires to 

encourage innovative ‘green spaces’ in urban environments through food forest development. 

By setting up an international network for knowledge exchange, they also contribute to the 

professional expansion of food forest design. It takes a multitude of innovative parties like 

Wageningen University and the RFGN in order to set in motion a structural transition. 

Therefore, their efforts are perceived as complementary and not as competition.  

    

Combining theoretical knowledge and practice is something I think is very important 

in our job. It is so multidisciplinary, there are so many facets connected to it, that I will 

have to acknowledge that we don’t need to be the best in everything. I hope that others 

will be better too. 

-Interview Wouter van Eck 10th of February- 

 

2.2.3 Commercial aspirations  

I have categorized commercial aspirations as aspirations that are based on the assumption or 

observation of certain social-cultural or economic ‘value chain’ developments (Ardichivili et 

al. 2003; Ingram et al. 2016). The most persistent assumption in this category is that 

sustainability is a top priority in current market developments. Therefore, respondents 

involved in large-scale food forest initiatives do not foresee any significant problems in 

finding costumers for their products. In fact, the only prominent problem that was mentioned 

is the financial gap during the so-called transition period. Starting a food forest requires a 

substantial upfront investment but as it grows, the input necessary to maintain the forest will 

decrease, while the output of products will quickly show an increase. Naturally, the products 
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won’t be available in bulk, but one respondent shared an idea about starting a food forest 

cooperative. This way, multiple food forest owners could process their products following the 

same recipe in order to be able to distribute the product on a national or regional scale. 

 

If you produce 10 jars of jam from the same berry, and you all agree on the same 

recipe, you can put them together in cooperation with other food forests in the 

Netherlands. This way, you could also supply supermarkets, otherwise it will all 

remain small-scale. You have to upscale, otherwise we are not going to feed 9 billion 

people on this naturally impoverished globe.  

-Interview with GOB-pilot participant 29th of January 2020- 

 

The young farmer, who was transitioning his father’s dairy company, also aspired to build a 

cooperative space so that entrepreneurs with corresponding sustainable goals can set up shop 

nearby. Thereby they can make use of the variety of natural resources that his food forest 

shall have to offer. He envisioned the old cow stable could be occupied by a florist, an artist, a 

woodworker or a chef, but also wanted his space to convey a socially beneficial message in 

order to attract more customers. Next door, his mother runs a therapeutic centre that 

incorporates physical exercise with mental health. They were already exploring opportunities 

in which patients could relax or find satisfaction from working in his food forest. In addition, 

the young famer also contacted a nearby refugee centre to see if they could ask their 

occupants if they would like to come over and help with planting, together with other local 

volunteers. This way, the young farmer also aspired to contribute to the social cohesion of his 

community.           

Looking from a cultural perspective, one of van Eck’s most important customers is an 

innovative chef who is on a mission to enrich Dutch cuisine with a style that he calls ‘botanic 

gastronomy’. His restaurant receives nothing but excellent reviews, both because of the 

quality of his food and because of his efforts in favour of expanding traditional cooking 

practices with ecological knowledge. However, a seat at his restaurant is expensive and so are 

the other products that are being produced with ingredients coming from van Eck’s food 

forest. Prominently, this is because the products are of a high quality and are low in quantity. 

However, Members of SVBBNL are of the opinion that this could change when food forest 

design will be scaled up to an extent that food forest produce is less exclusive.  
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2.3 Upscaling food forests   

During participant observation, it was not uncommon that certain plants and young trees were 

temporarily not available and had to be planted at a later stage of development because 

nurseries could not keep up with the high demand for food forest cultivation. This was not 

only the case in one region but concerned food forest initiatives throughout the Netherlands. 

In one of the conversations with a member of SVBBNL, my respondent reported that because 

of increased popularity of food forestry, SVBBNL is currently investigating the option of 

assigning different food forest experts to different regions. This would enable potential food 

forest initiators to make an appeal on a food forest network that consists of nurseries, experts 

and regional facilitating funds that are specifically targeted on their region, thereby increasing 

their development efficiency. These developments indicate a fast-growing increase in 

horizontal scaling (Ingram et al. 2016).  

In terms of vertical scaling (Ibid. 2016), large-scale food forest initiatives like 

Voedselbos Schijndel and Voedselbos Eemvallei-Zuid are currently under intense monitoring  

by agroecological research teams from different scientific institutions in order to assess the 

proof of concept of food forest design (Banerjee et al. 2017). Based on their outcomes, more 

structural political measures can be developed to encourage further food forest development. 

As of right now, SVBBNL is already included in debates on the stimulation of circular 

agriculture: the current transitional strategy that is implemented by the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality27. Recently however, a member of SVBBNL pointed 

out to the Ministry that food forestry also suits the national forest strategy. In theory, the fact 

that food forestry offers a model that fits into both developmental strategies, in combination 

with the anticipated scientific results from current large-scale food forest initiatives, could 

widen the window of opportunity for further vertical scaling. However, there is one critical 

condition: food forestry has to prove its economic viability.  

 

2.4 Overcoming the ecologic-economic trade-off: motivations versus aspirations  
As described in chapter one, SVVBNL has adapted different food forest designs in order to 

enable a food forest to fulfil different functions. The most noteworthy adaptation would be the 

transition from a romantic food forest design to a rational food forest design. The romantic 

food forest represents all of the principles of food forestry to the highest extent. The rational 

 
27 https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/publicaties/2019/06/17/realisatieplan-visie-lnv-op-weg-met-nieuw-
perspectief 
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food forest however, contains a lesser density of variety and a more harvest-efficient model. 

In this model the same variety of vegetation is planted in one row, followed by rows of 

different varieties. Since rational food forest designs are currently in their proof of concept 

phase (Banerjee 2016), it still has to be investigated whether rational food forests offer the 

same amount of ecological benefits as a romantic food forest. Moreover, even though rational 

food forest yields are high in abundance, products will likely remain more expensive than 

conventionally produced products stocked in supermarkets. Therefore, the intrinsically moral 

benefits concerning the increase of ecological resilience supported by food forest design, are 

yet uncertain when implemented on a bigger scale. In addition, concerns about structural 

dilemmas of unequal distribution that were expressed by volunteers and food forest initiators, 

risk being compromised if yields have to compete with conventionally produced products. 

These risks however, only apply when assessing food forestry in our current socio-economic 

system. During interviews with large-scale food forest initiators, I often found myself in 

conversations that addressed an overall transition of the agro-economic paradigm. This could 

potentially allow food forestry, or any other agroecological system, to overcome or further 

limit these moral compensations. I shall dive deeper in the aspirations for radical transition in 

my next chapter.  
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3. Men versus nature: discussing the different frames and 

discourses addressed by respondents in relation to their 

aspirations   
 

In 1962, Thomas Kuhn, an American philosopher of science, introduced the term paradigm 

shift to refer to a structural theoretical transition within scientific fields (Kuhn and Hacking 

2012). Kuhn found that novel theoretical insights often emerged after failure of the incumbent 

theory in solving an acute problem. This failure tends to surface in times of crisis. Initially, 

Kuhn had the natural sciences in mind when coining the idea of paradigm shifts, but ten years 

later Michel Foucault (1972) introduced the notion of discourse to social sciences as an aspect 

of paradigm in Kuhn’s original sense. Just like a paradigm shift, discourse transition is often 

the result of a crisis that brings to light a structural fault in the construction and consumption 

of our knowledge and - particularly relevant to this thesis - knowledge-related perceptions of 

normative values. In this chapter, I will discuss my respondents’ opinions on contemporary 

agricultural discourse in relation to their aspirations and the nitrogen crisis. In doing so, I will 

highlight that large-scale food forest initiators are challenging current agricultural discourse 

and the way we perceive ‘efficiency’. Therefore, they are, in fact, exposing a potential fault-

line in an essential scientific paradigm. This will also answer my fourth and final sub-

question.        

 

3.1 The ontological separation of nature and culture 

As described in my theoretical framework, a discourse prescribes how society consumes, 

produces and perceives knowledge, from which we then construct our notions of meaning and 

normative values (Foucault 1972; Fairclough 2009). When discussing themes related to 

discourse with large scale-food forest initiators, they expressed that contemporary discourse is 

the result of a binary worldview.  

 

In reality, agriculture and nature run right through each other. But in our assumption of 

the truth, we have pulled them further and further apart. And that has to do with the 

introduction of the binary world that separates nature from culture. 

-Interview with Marc 18th of February- 
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According to Marc, one of the board members of STVBBNL, Dutch agricultural and 

ecological discourse find their origin far back in European history. He argues that with the 

introduction of Cartesian dualism by French philosopher René Descartes, the idea emerged 

that the material world is ontologically separated from the immaterial mind. Applied to the 

context of agriculture, the age of Enlightenment thus marks a time where society starts to 

adopt the frame that nature should be intrinsically separated from culture. This, according to 

Marc, represents the foundation for modern agricultural discourse in which agriculture is 

completely separated from nature on paper, but in reality, they are interrelated by continuous 

interaction. 

Referring to academic literature throughout the twentieth century, various leading 

sociological scholars engaged in the discussion on how humans construct a situated sense of 

reality through the causal interaction between the material -objective- world and the 

immaterial -subjective- mind (Berger and Luckman 1991). However, none of them were 

concerned with the environmental consequences of a dualistic ontological discourse - as yet. 

With the introduction of artificial fertilizer, the human capability to manipulate nature to their 

advantage so that people were able to produce on unanticipated scale had reached a new 

pinnacle in history (Westerman 2018, Trevor and Saier 2010). As observed by Wouter van 

Eck during his fieldwork in Kenya however, agribusiness developed at an ecological cost. He 

recounts his experience regarding a project he studied at the time he was engaged as a 

technical expert by a Dutch NGO. Despite their best intentions, the project initiators did not 

seem capable of envisaging an alternative model with a smaller environmental footprint:  

 

I remember that one of those people literally told me:  

“But what else do you want? That over there?”  

Then he pointed to the other side of the valley.  

“That is not how agriculture is supposed to be.”  

He had a clear vision of how agriculture was supposed to be and there was something 

normative about it. 

-Interview Wouter van Eck 10th of February 2020-  

 

According to a recently published article in the Guardian (Doshi 2020), the majority of 

students at Western agricultural colleges are taught that the answer to the question of how we 

are going to feed an estimated 9.7 billion people by 2050 lies in technical innovation. In 

addition, highly positioned, powerful stakeholders in agricultural development like Louise 
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Fresco, president of Wageningen University, have a financial interest in the continuation of 

the structural upscaling of agricultural productivity. As a result, attempts to demand 

transparency in the institution’s income flows have been successfully diverted by a strong and 

effective business lobby. Exactly this lack of transparency and corporate interests feeds the 

suspicion by Wouter van Eck, who is also a frequent guest-lecturer at Wageningen University 

at the request of a group of rebellious students, that the ‘innovative’ path of Wageningen 

University suffers from confirmation bias.  

 

Friesland Campina28 has an office on campus. They chip in on the graduate program 

and co-determine research projects according to their wish list. Through this, research 

agendas are dominated by multinationals that have an interest in the current system.  

-Interview Wouter van Eck, 10th of Februari 2020-  

 

3.2 Strategies for change    

Instead of adopting a perspective of economic rationality and technical progress, initiators for 

food forest development engage themselves with the question of how the world’s population 

is going to continue to feed itself without compromising the sustainability and integrity of 

food production. As mentioned in chapter two, they want to incorporate ecosystem services as 

a reward system for farmers to pull them away from polluting practices. Through this, they 

propose an alternative to a valuation that relies exclusively on output maximization. The 

majority of my respondents, including volunteers, empathized with the famers who protested 

after the PAS withdrawal. They believed that the farmers’ frustration was inherent to a faulty 

system that had instilled the idea in them that ‘more is always better’. Programs like the DDV 

therefore aim to incorporate any farmer, regardless of their technical background. Moreover, 

almost all of my respondents recognized that Dutch society is in a nitrogen crisis but thought 

that the overall problem of climate change was an even more pressing matter.   

Turning to the role of consumers, respondents harbour hope that the consuming public 

will learn to value nutritional properties over unit price. However, the consulted members of 

SVBBNL proved reluctant to actively develop a national consumer strategy. According to 

them, the responsibility for increasing public awareness on food consumption lies either at the 

top or should emerge from below. Some respondents pointed out that corporate food 

advertisements often act as perverted incentives for an unsustainable consumption pattern. 

 
28 Large dairy corporation headquartered in the Netherlands   
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They believe it is both a governmental and corporate responsibility to curb these incentives. 

Other respondents are overtly frustrated by the unwillingness of consumers to pay more for 

better food quality. Despite their reserved sense of responsibility towards more conscious 

food consumption however, all large-scale food forest initiators have incorporated 

opportunities for education within their design. Therefore, they do not impose their opinion. 

Instead they provide children, and all other interested people or parties, with the opportunity 

to become more (self)-critical in their consumption behaviour.    

 

3.3 Efficient coexistence  

Over the course of my fieldwork, it often occurred that respondents initially failed to 

understand the rationale of my research project. All other research on food forest design that 

my respondents had encountered or cooperated with so far, was either aimed at determining 

ecosystem services, or trying to assess the economic viability of commercial food forests. In 

short, these research projects were entirely focused on quantitative performance indicators. 

My goal however, was to illustrate current agricultural and ecologic discourse so as to explain 

how food forest initiators give meaning to those numbers. By examining language, I came to 

discover that large-scale food forest initiators propose a structurally different perception on 

value determination as a reaction to the urgent need for transition. Respondents tend to 

denounce that, on the one hand, a large proportion of mainly EU, but also national budget is 

spent on agribusiness which is detrimental to the environment. At the same time, a large 

amount of money is spent on nature preservation in order to redress these very same impacts. 

This is perceived as an inefficient way of investment. In response, they put forward two 

structural propositions that are challenging current discourse by aligning ecological and 

agricultural interests. Both propositions are reflective of a long-term vision that acknowledges 

an entangled relationship between ecological resilience and human well-being. The first 

concerns the incorporation of ecosystem services as was described in chapter 2.2.1.  

The second, challenges our cultural sense of belonging.  

 

3.4 Challenging our perception of efficiency by questioning what really belongs.  
Early on Valentine’s Day, I drove to Stijn’s house in the south of the Netherlands. Stijn’s 

experience as an interim manager meant he was well aware of the current agribusiness 

structures that food forest design was entering. When I asked him about the possible trade-off 
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between ecological resilience and economic efficiency, he immediately stated that efficiency 

in his eyes, is all the input one needs to deliver in order to achieve their desired output. 

Stijn reminded me that the desired output for a food forest farmer is to grow perennial 

crops with highly nutritional value without artificial inputs. Therefore, in planting a food 

forest, the initiator must contemplate efficiency in a way that is in line with the soil’s natural 

inclination to form a forest in order to ensure durability and self-sufficiency. Although food 

forest farmers face financial losses during the first post-planting years, their income is likely 

to stabilize after their food forest has reached production stage, and no further investments -

nor environmental hazards - will affect this income. Wouter van Eck often calls himself a 

‘lazy farmer’ when he emphasizes this characteristic of food forestry in public interviews29. 

Nonetheless, these first few years of a food forest are critical in order to create a rich and 

healthy soil (Buiter and de Waard 2017).  

What are commonly framed as ‘weeds’, are called natural volunteers by Wouter van 

Eck. Plants like nettle and sorrel, that often seem to make a spontaneous appearance wherever 

a piece of land is fallowed, are able to store large amounts of nitrogen and put it back into the 

soil, but remain culturally unappreciated nonetheless. A weed like ground elder is perfectly 

edible but is considered hard to eliminate and therefore hazardous to garden plants that enjoy 

our cultural preference. In Dutch language, ground elder is also known as ‘gardener’s sorrow’ 

[tuinmansverdriet]. However, viewed through a holistic frame of solidarity, in which the soil 

is allowed to grow what it needs, weeds could potentially even help farmers bear the initial 

financial loss prior to food forest production. I shall illustrate this by describing the case of 

the chufa sedge.  

 

The chufa sedge case 

In February, the GOB had to withdraw three out of the five plots that were intended for 

their ‘land for food forests’ pilot. Currently, the GOB has made 22.5 hectares available 

specifically for food forest development, including the new plots of land to replace the 

three plots that had suddenly turned out to be unfit. Two out of the three former plots 

revealed to be covering a historical defence work that the local municipality wanted to 

 
29 https://www.volkskrant.nl/kijkverder/v/2018/voedselbos/?referer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F  
  https://www.hetklokhuis.nl/tv-uitzending/4360/Voedselbos 
 https://www.vpro.nl/programmas/tegenlicht/lees/artikelen/2019/interview-wouter-van-eck.html 
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unveil for cultural-historical purposes. The reason that the other plot had been withdrawn 

was because authorities had found out the plot was infested with chufa sedge.  

          According to the Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (NVWA)30 

chufa sedge [Cyperus Esculentus] must be exterminated before any cultivation is allowed 

on agricultural land. The main reason is that chufa sedge is often invasive over popular 

Dutch export cultivation like seed potatoes and flower bulbs. Originally, chufa sedge was 

introduced to Europe around the 8th century by the Arabs who brought it to Spain. 

Nowadays it is the main ingredient of the popular drink Horchata [Orxata] which is served 

mostly in the region of Valencia. Chufa sedge contains lots of unsaturated fats, 

carbohydrates and protein which makes it an excellent lactose replacement but has been 

excluded from Dutch food culture, despite its prolific (and low-effort) expansion in the 

Netherlands. The potato, however, has only made its introduction to Europe around the 16th 

century (originally imported from South America as an ornamental flower) but has now 

become one of the most successful export products of the Netherlands. Its success remains 

despite the fact that potatoes can only be harvested every three to four years and require 

many external inputs like fertilization, pest control and monitored irrigation.    

 According to Stijn, chufa sedge could actually present a unique financial 

opportunity for transitioning farmers while their land is adjusting to food forest design. 

This is because chufa sedge easily grows without any external inputs and will naturally 

disappear when the growing trees will eventually block its need for direct sunlight. 

Harvesting chufa sedge during a transition period could mitigate the financial gap in 

between transitioning from a monoculture system to a polyculture system. However, the 

project leader of the ‘land for food forests’ pilot agrees with the extermination of the chufa 

sedge. This is partially out of sympathy for the surrounding farmers who risk chufa sedge 

‘invasion’, but also to safeguard the reputation of the GOB. Like several other food forest 

initiators, the GOB regularly meets scepticism from surrounding landowners. Because food 

forest design is currently still in its niche phase, the impact of its success is too small to 

radically change the cultural view on certain organic species of conventional land 

cultivators (either in agriculture or nature-conservation). However, if large-scale food 

forest initiatives will continue to prove the success and benefits of food forest design, a 

new discussion may emerge on what does or does not belong in Dutch landscape.  

 
30 Source: https://www.nvwa.nl/onderwerpen/teeltvoorschriften-akkerbouw-en-tuinbouw/teeltvoorschrift-
knolcyperus  
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3.4 Overcoming moral compensations. 

Let us quickly revisit why upscaling food forest initiatives potentially pose a risk for moral 

compensation. In the first chapter, I described that some volunteers raised questions about 

unequal distribution, especially concerning a farmer’s capability to work independently, 

cutting loose from loan obligations that require constant product maximization. More so, 

transitioning from conventional agricultural practices to food forestry takes time, and during 

this time yields are limited. To accommodate this transition period, efforts by SVBBNL and 

their partners offer opportunities for sustainable entrepreneurs to invest in food forestry at a 

favourable starting-rate with programs like the GOB-pilot and the DDV. In addition, the 

introduction of the food forest crop-code has provided farmers the opportunity to apply for 

land subsidies. The next step however, according to large-scale food forest initiators, should 

require the institutional incorporation of ecosystem services. From a commercial perspective, 

food forest produce shall likely remain more expensive in comparison to conventional 

supermarket products. Yet the input required to reach the intended food forest output quickly 

decreases post-planting. Upscaling food forests also opens a range of opportunities for 

knowledge exchange and small-business collaboration. More so, by incorporating 

opportunities for education, food forest initiators contribute to self-critical consumer 

behaviour.   

In the second chapter, I mentioned that there could be a potential trade-off between the 

ecological resilience and harvest efficiency in rational food forest design. However, this trade-

off can only be validated after food forestry has passed the ‘proof of concept’ phase. 

Moreover, the current agribusiness system requires large amounts of funds spent on 

production expansion. Simultaneously, this demands large sums of money to compensate for 

its negative environmental externalities. Not only is this financially inefficient, taken together 

with soil depletion, further (or contiguous) agribusiness development will likely damage our 

planet, and thus our future outlook, to a point of no return. As a solution, food forest initiators 

propose a definition of ‘efficiency’ that entails a long-term vision in which revenues can be 

earned in line with natural dynamics and which ensures ecological resilience (i.e. by 

incorporating a reward system for ecosystem services). By doing this, they challenge what is 

culturally internalized as ‘part of the Dutch agricultural landscape’. However, this would 

require a complete cultural re-evaluation of what does, and does not, belong in the 

Netherlands, i.e., landscape-wise. 
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Conclusion  
Direct stakeholders involved in the upscaling of food forest design in the Netherlands are 

mainly motivated by environmental concerns. Older initiators and participants are often 

inspired by their children or want to leave behind a sustainable legacy, while younger 

stakeholders often see a range of opportunities for income generation, if not a business model, 

within a growing market for sustainable development. Besides an environmental motivation 

however, many respondents also expressed their concerns about socio-economic patterns of 

unequal distribution. Many are angered by the fact that farmers are dependent on significant 

subsidy flows, while they are producing at a capacity that is breaching multiple environmental 

boundaries (Steffen et at. 2015). Meanwhile, interventions to prevent or mitigate the 

detrimental effects of agribusiness also carry a heavy price tag. Therefore, food forest 

initiators aspire to pose as an attractive alternative for conventional polluting agricultural 

practices, promoting independent entrepreneurship free from the obligation of continuous 

growth (both in production, output and turnover). However, initiators are also keen to prove 

the economic viability of the food forest concept. In order to do so, several food forests 

initiatives are currently built on a larger, commercial scale. In addition, large-scale food forest 

initiatives also serve as experimental grounds to prove that the concept of ‘rational’ food 

forest design can sustain the same amount of ecological benefits as the ‘romantic’ model. 

However, critics of food forest design argue in an article published by National Geographic 

that it will not be able to reach the same production capacity as conventional farming (Ottema 

2020). Addressing this critique, the initiators of large-scale food forests propose that the 

discourse for agro-economic value should also include an agro-ecological system’s capability 

to produce ecosystem services. Moreover, from a consumer perspective (or indirect 

stakeholder perspective), food forest initiatives provide educational opportunities aimed to 

increase the awareness and appreciation of the nutritional and ecological properties of 

perennial cultivation. Thereby they increase the capability of consumers to make informed 

ethical decisions rather than compromising the quality of their food purchases.  

Inspired by Amartya Sen’s capability approach (2009), in particular its emphasis on 

‘opportunities’ and the concomitant expansion of freedom of choice, allowed me to evaluate 

the aspirations of my respondents beyond the way food forest initiators are using food forest 

design as a means of transition. This means that instead of trying to ‘match’ the performance 

of conventional farming, food forest initiators are exploring opportunities in accordance to a 

holistic worldview that challenges our values and common conceptions on what agriculture is 
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supposed to be. Thus by elevating food forest design through processes of horizontal and 

vertical upscaling (Ingram et al. 2016) towards a level that is challenging the current socio-

technical regime (El Bilali 2018), large-scale food forest initiatives are creating a range of 

opportunities which present a strong case against the agribusiness paradigm. The nitrogen 

crisis further amplified the structural faults in the current agroeconomic system, even though 

climate change is often perceived as the more general problem. Consumers also became more 

aware of the environmental impact of their consumption behaviour when signs of ecological 

restoration became visible after many industrial activities were temporarily shut down 

because of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the cultural perception of what belongs in the 

Dutch cultural landscape is still based on the gross export value of popular annual crops.  

 If large-scale food forest initiatives are to become a serious steppingstone in the path 

towards a sustainable agricultural transition, we have to start looking at what is not only 

efficient to us, but also to nature. This is where social studies like anthropology come in. Daly 

et al. (2016) call for the integration of ontology concerning the human-plant relationship, 

which emphasises how ontology, the study of being, is deeply related to epistemology, the 

study of knowledge. By studying discourse, i.e. how we use language in relation to our 

behaviour, we can get a grasp of how our knowledge, and thus our reality, is constructed. 

More so, ‘rigorous’ social research should not be limited to one specific worldview. By 

examining different perspectives, a range of opportunities can arise. For example, two studies 

of how aboriginals use neutral metaphors when discussing invasive ‘weeds’ or non-native 

species offer new insights on how to behave in relation to environmental management and a 

rapidly globalizing world (Martin and Trigger 2015, Bach and Larson 2017). In this research, 

the holistic stance towards solidarity that is promoted by food forest initiatives challenges a 

deeply integrated ontological separation between nature and culture in Dutch society. I 

therefore recommend that more long-term social-cultural research should be done in order to 

further negotiate and establish the overall path towards a sustainable transition of agricultural 

practices. 
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Appendix A: overview of the respondents  
 
RESPONDENT ORGANISATION ROLE EXPERTISE DATA 

GATHERING 

1 SVBBNL Board 

Member 

Lecturer, 

Food forest pioneer 

Interview 

2 SVBBNL Board 

Member 

Entrepreneurship, 

sustainable 

development and 

circular economy  

Interview 

3 SVBBNL Management 

support 

Independ interim 

manager, 

Food-production and 

consumption systems 

Interview 

4 SVBBNL Management 

Support 

Research, 

soil-science and 

biology 

Interview 

5  GOB Project 

Manager 

Project development, 

Ecological main 

structure 

Interview 

6  Individual actor Farmer Transition to food 

forest design  

Interview 

7 Individual actor Land owner Therapy practice  Interview 

8 Individual actor Land owner X Interview 

9  Individual actor + 

(GOB) 

Pilot 

participant 

Physics student 

interested in political 

structures 

Interview 

10 SVBBNL Board 

Member 

Landscape Design Small talk 

11 SVBBNL Board 

Member 

Permaculture Small talk 

12  Individual actors Volunteers Participation in food 

forest initiatives 

Small talk  

13 Rotterdam Forest 

Garden Network 

Network 

facilitator 

Urban food forest 

development 

Web-analysis  
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Appendix B: topic list 
Volunteers  

Frames and motivations  

Time frame: can you tell me the which possible (chain of) events inspired you to become 

familiar with food forest design?   

Inspiration 

- Instrumental: how did you find out about food forestry? 

o Coincidental encounter   

o looking for a voluntary activity 

o Recreational/Hobby interest   

o Professional interest or background 

o Educational interest or background  

o Moral incentive; wanting to fix what is broken (bad)  

o Solution orientated approach to mediated issues (went looking for the solution)  

Inspirational concepts (that could have sparked or promoted initial interest)   

- Food forestry outside the Netherlands  

- Native knowledge systems 

- Permaculture design 

- Agroecology 

- Agroforestry 

- Pioneering practices   

- Other concepts?  

Mediated issues: Have they reinforced inspiration?  

- Nitrogen crisis 

- Climate change 

- Planetary boundaries 

- Biodiversity loss  

- Social movement   

- Activism/protest  

Environmental motivations 

- Sustainability  

- Biosphere integrity; safeguarding biodiversity  

- Animal welfare 
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Moral motivations building on environmental motivations 

- Environmental stewardship 

- Holistic worldview  

- Personal and environmental health/resilience   

- Protecting the planet for future generations 

Emotional motivations 

- Sympathy: for who/what?  

- Solidarity: towards who/what? 

- Concerns/worries about the future 

- Frustration: about what?    

- Excitement: for what?  

- Joy/relaxation from working outside with nature instead of against nature  

Professional or opportunistic motivations 

- Health motivation  

- Educational motives (personal development or knowledge distribution)  

- Change or adaption of profession due to:  

- Internal moral considerations  

- External restrains; by what/who/which institution? 

- Opportunities: Which one? (see opportunity perspective)   

Moral motivations building on professional or opportunistic motivations  

- Overcoming eco-economic trade-off  

- Spreading of knowledge  

- Discourse transition 

- Economic viability of food forest design (for community interest) 

  

Organizations 

Aspirations in relation to upscaling  

Time frame: Can you tell me when you want to achieve your aspirations and why?  

Personal drives:  

- Strictly voluntary motivation  

- Recreational; hobby; relaxation; enjoying nature/working outdoors.   

- Improving health 

- Contributing to (or creating of) environmental/sustainable outlook   
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- Exemplary stance: aim to inspire  

- Personal development  

- Educational purpose  

- Moral (dis)satisfaction  

- Going against regime/discourse 

- Regime/discourse transition  

- Professional development  

- Radical change from current profession. Why? 

- Already involved in agricultural practice. What form? 

- Already involved in nature conservation. What form?  

Opportunity perspective  

- Educational opportunity: knowledge expansion/knowledge exchange  

- Network opportunity: social gains  

- Investment (financial) opportunity: When do you aspire to earn something? What 

should it deliver in terms of financial benefit?  

- Market expansion opportunity (diversification)  

- Start-up opportunity (prospect opportunity)  

- Innovation opportunity; exemplary function  

- Multifunctional opportunity: which other functions? 

- Recreational 

- Educational  

- Conservational 

- Agricultural 

Time frame: When was the GDV initiated and why?  

Frames and motivation 

- Exploratory 

- Solution orientated; to which problem? Crisis driven?  

- Professionalization; model (design) implementation   

- Innovation; front runner position  

- Profit oriented: economic viability  

- Policy orientated: transition/conformity  

- Network oriented: increasing connectivity.  

Inclusivity:  
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- To who/what are motivations orientated?  

- How do they aim to include stakeholders? 

Aspirations in relation to upscaling 

Time frame: Can you tell me when you want to achieve which aspirations and why?  

Personal drives: 

- Changing environmental/sustainability outlook 

- Knowledge exchange  

- Exemplary stance: aim to inspire  

- Moral (dis)satisfaction  

- Going against regime/discourse 

- Regime/discourse transition 

- Market anticipation (conventionalization of food forestry)  

Opportunity perspective: 

- Economic viability (when and what should it deliver?) 

- Market development (Agroecology/conventionalization)  

- Support base increasement (inclusivity)  

- Network expansion (inclusivity)  

- Knowledge expansion (inclusivity)  

- Limiting environmental/sustainable threats  

- Health benefits  

  

Food forest initiators  

Frames and motivations   

Time frame: When did certain event occur  

Morality/ethics frame  

- What is considered bad/good 

- Overcoming dichotomies 

- Eco-economic trade-off  

- Famers vs. environmental activist    

- Agribusiness vs. agriculture 

- Regime vs. Niche development 

- Current discourse vs. alternative frames  

- Agri-food system vs. local consumption   
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Mediated issue development (related to current events in the Netherlands) 

- Farmers protest; emotional frustration, poor economic prospects  

- Climate (environmental) activism; not satisfied with current environmental policy, 

uncertain environmental impacts    

- Nitrogen crisis; loss of biodiversity. Stagnation of infrastructure, construction, and 

agriculture.   

Social-technological changes: 

- Social dissatisfaction  

- Technological advancements/acceleration  

- Policy adjustment (Discourse/regime transition)  
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Appendix C: concise overview of data analysis in Atlas.ti  
 

CODE GROUP NUMBER 

OF CODES 

       MOST MENTIONED CODES 

  

AGRO-ECOLOGICAL 

SYSTEMS 

68 - Agriculture vs. Ecology (21) 

- Agricultural paradigm (17) 

- Ecological systems (11) 

ASPIRATIONS  23 - Opportunity (25) 

- Ambition (24) 

- Awareness (22) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONCEPTS 

41 - Biodiversity (23) 

- Climate Change (22) 

- Ecological resilience (16) 

FRAMES AND 

DISCOURSES 

64 - Awareness (22) 

- Agriculture vs. Ecology (21) 

- Social interest (19) 

INSPIRATION AND 

INCENTIVES 

23 - Education (23) 

- Introduction to food forestry (11) 

- Personal history (11) 

MOTIVATIONS 45 - Exemplary function (18) 

- Motivation (17) 

- Aesthetic (value) (11) 

POLICY AND 

ORGANIZATION 

56 - Subsidy (25) 

- Policy (18) 

- Project development (18) 

QUOTE 1 - Quote (7) 

STAGE OF LIFE 5 - Stage of life (14) 

- Intergenerational change (10) 

TRANSITION 23 - Transition (72) 

- Mix of solutions (20) 

- Food consumption (17) 

UPSCALING 4 - Upscaling (24) 

VALUE 

DETERMINATIONS 

41 - Economic value (19) 

- Economic viability (18) 

- Ecological resilience (16) 
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Appendix D: photos from the field  
 

 
Processes of planting in Schijndel. Left: plants are manually distributed with wheelbarrows. 

Right: Temporary protection for premature trees against rabbits and deer. 
 

 
Bamboo-sticks with coloured ribbons indicate the ‘rational’ rows and variations of plants. 
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Part of the food forest site ‘Eemvallei-Zuid’. 

 

 
The weather conditions during the second plant-weekend at Eemvallei-Zuid were not very 
favourable. However, most of the volunteers (like me) still managed to maintain a smile on 

their face. 
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Planting Voedselbos ‘t Vaaleerd together with owner 

 

 
Part of the design made for Voedselbos ‘t Valeerd 
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Next to van Eck’s food forest, the land is still used for the cultivation of silage maize. 
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Dense verities within the romantic food forest. 

 

 
All around the food forest owned by van Eck mono-culture landscapes are dependent on 
irrigation while the food forest remains untouched and shows no signs of dehydration. 

Towering above the food forest, a pair of storks have built a nest. 


